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Water- Works Calm 
As Building Skyrockets
SIDNEY EXPANDING BY HOUSE-A-DAY 




Single family dwellings are 
going up in Sidney at the rate of 
one house per each working day 
since January 1 with a record 
building permit total of $1,231,289 
for the first three months of 1973.
Questioned onthe addition of a 
64 new homes and the probability 
of a water crisis this summer. 
Waterworks secretary-treasurer 
Bob Gibbs says that sprinkling 
restrictions now being printed 
will be the same as last year, 
except that no permits will be 
given for establishment of new 
lawns.
Building permits for homes 
have been given for single-family 
dwellings on existing lots only. 
Since March 1972, Sidney 
Waterworks has refused to ac­
cept applications for multiple- 
family dwellings and new sub­
divisions'.
About 450 units are represented 
in applications now on file, 
awaiting the lifting of the 
Waterworks ban.
According to Gibbs, Sidney has 
a perfectly adequate water 
supply to meet present needs and 
with sensible use of water, there 
will be no problem. “Basically, 
all the money is being spent on 
lawns!”
Last summer, irate 
homeowners who were mostly 
newcomers to Sidney, petitioned 
Council to do something about the 
water supply. They grumbled 
d:about the sprinkling restrictions
and lack of water pressure.
Sidney has plenty of water in 
the winter, points out Gibbs, but 
last August, thirsty customers 
and their gardens swallowed 
14,125,000 gallons, exactly double 
the amount used during an 
average winter month.
The Waterworks District is 
currently testing a new well near 
White Birch Rd. which, it is 
hoped, will augment the supply. 
The suggestion that winter water 






Owner Claims Its A Boat
INSPECTOR NOT SURE
Newly-appointed trustee for 
Saanich sector. Dr. R.E. Tinney 
was sworn in at Saanich School 
Board meeting Monday.
The ceremony was performed 
by Ross Ingfram, assistant 
secretary-treasurer in the ab­
sence of Judge D.G. Ashby and 
Gordon Blair, secretary- 
treasurer.
Trustee Gordon Ewan strongly 
objected to this action, saying 
“the Public Schools act does not 
provide for an assistant 
secretary-treasurer to perform 
the swearing-in ceremony.” His 
objection was registered and 
Board members welcomed the 
bearded Dr; Tinney to a place at 
the Board table.
s',.
’ ' - ~ ..I - -
SAILING VESSEL BEACHED NEAR SIDNEY
IN A LAGOON on the East side of the island now known as 
Toad’s Landing, near Canoe Cove, an old wooden sailing ship 
was beached last week. The vessel, which had previously sailed 
out from England by way of the South .Seas was put up on ‘the 
hard’ by means of legs, a somewhat ancient method of 
positioning a ship not often seen in these waters.
The master of the vessel, who declined to be identified, was
observed sitting in a deckchair above high tide level while six of 
his crew laboured throughout the weekend on the boat. He told a 
reporter that “them tars are fitting a 22’ yard to the mainmast, 
plus a 14’ jib boom to her prow.” He also mentioned that at a 
later date a swivel gun would be mounted “in an appropriate 
place on her upper deck.”
(Review photo by Joshua Perlmutter)
Construction on the world’s 
first Limpet has ground to a halt, 
following the attachment of a 
stop-work order to the vessel last 
week.
The stop-work order was issued 
by North Saanich inspector of 
services T.A. Oack after the 
Limpet was described in a 
Review news story on April 4.
Mr. Crack told the Review that 
the order had been issued 
because no permit had been 
obtained for the ‘structure’.
Asked if he was treating the 
Limpet as a building, Mr. (Track 
said he was “trying to figure out 
what it (the Limpet) is.”
“I don’t know what its sup­
posed to be,” he said, adding that 
the municipalitie’s control over 
the foreshore extends out 1000 
feet and that, normally, only 
temporary anchoring of boats is 
allowed within the foreshore 
area.
Mr. Crack did say, however, 
that some district residents did
Prohibitive Sewer Costs 
At Parkland '
Bids for installation of 
Parkland School sewers on 
McDonald Park Rd. are con­
siderably higher than engineers
have estimated and Saanich 
Peninsula School Board is con­
sidering a last-minute switch in 
arrangements.,
Lowest bid submitted forsthe: 
sewer design which includes a 
gravity connection for Kiwanis 
Village property, was from O.K. 
Paving at $65,501: Engineers 
estimate was $45,000.
Lands and building superin­
tendent Bryan Shaw told the 
Board that after a meeting with 
engineers and O.K. Paving, the 
project was redesigned and the 
bid revised to $55,480. Cost dif­
ferences between bid and 
estimate can be attributed to the
Continued on Page 3
A HOUSE ON TURGOOSE POINT which has 
been the 8Ubj(«t of some debate in past months 
by Central Saanich CTouttcil was set afire by 
Central Saanich Volunteer F'ircmcn last week.
Described by Alderman Percy Lnzarz as being 
‘‘a haven for the transient population that do 
come through". Tile fire department was 
authorized to go in and'look after the matter.’
(Hioto by Gordon Ewan)
m
A number of officials from 
Sidney, Uio Capital Regional 
District Hoard and cohstrucllon 
companies will participate in the 
formal acceptance and opening 
Saturday of Sidney ’s new sowngo 
treatment plant on Fifth Street.
A button will be pushed by 
officials at 2:30 Saturday af­
ternoon to activate the 
mechanism of the $1.20 million 
plant. Tills ceremony at the plant 
will bo open to public.
After the opening 
ceremonies (he new plant 
will he open tor pnbllc 
Iniipcetlon from 3(00 to 5:00 
- p.m, '■
On hand for the occasion will be 
Mayor Stan Dear and other 
Sidney dignitaries, Capital 
Regional DiGtrlct Board 
Chairman Jim Campbell and 
builders who worked on ' Iho 
project,
Tlio new plant will provide 
secondary trontmenl for the town
of Sidney and has a capacityfor 
proccs.'iing up to ,'500,000 gal!on.s of 
sewage per clay. U is believed the 
now facility will lake care of 
Sidney’s needs for the next 
decade, and it was designed so 
that its capacity can be increased 
Inter,
Regional engineers said that 
the productive life and effective 
operation of the plant will he 
determined by the extent to 
which Sidney continues to allow 
storm sewer material to run
‘PmIb’Vwte 
Mamesi Filed
A lot of • miles have been 
chalked up by Kenneth Geary of 
Brentwood Motel in his effort to 
collect 1155 names of residents 
who favour a “pub” in Central 
Saanich.
Ijast fall, Geary collected 344 
names for a petition to the Liquor 
Control Board requesting a 
plebiscite to make this 
municipality ’'wet". However 
J.W, Smallwood, electoral of­
ficer, notified Council that 35 
IxM'ccnt of the municipality’s 
provincial voters must sign a 
ixitllion.
Central Saunlcli has three 
electoral districts and a total of 
3,3.00 voters and two weeks ago, 
Geary sent the required per­
centage of names to the 
provincial secretary.
Eventually Geary plans to 
replace the present motel ac­
commodation with a luxury 
motor Inn which will include a 
beer parlour, cocktail lounge and 
restaurant. The new building has 
lx:eri planned for some years but 
until the sower syslcm for this 
area of the municipality was 
completed this spring, such 





Describing the action as an 
“excellent move”, Mayor Stan 
Dear successfully encouraged 
SidneyOouncil to give final ap­
proval to a community plan for 
the town at Monday’s regular 
council se.ssion.
'rhe plan was almost stalled 
when alderman Fred Robinson 
introduced a motion to table 
discussion until public hearings 
had teen held on two re-zoning 
applications presently before 
council.
For what he described as 
discassion purposes, alderman 
Qiris Andersen .said he would 
second the motion, but dropped 
the matter when Mayor Dear 
explained that a tabling motion 
was not debatable.
Bobin.son said that he had been 
one of The plan’s strongest ad­
vocates but fell that the two rc- 
zoning matters should be heard 
before the plan was finalized. 
Following a question from the 
Mayor, town clerk Geoff tegan 
ixdnlcd out that allowance had 
teen made for one of th(; re- 
zoning applications but property 
on the corner of the Pot Bay 
Highway and Beacon Avenue 
which has been proposed as a site 
for 0 new motel had not been 
taken into aqcotmt.
Mayor Dear said that tlio 
community plan lays out, for­
mally, the zoning ureas of the 
town - and makes it more difficult 
for council to make changes. 
Under Provincial legislation, 
the plan will now bo registered 
with the Province, and changes 
can only b() made by Hie 
Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
keep their craft on fixed an­
chorage in front of their homes 
during the summer months.
Owner Bert Buchanan,, on the 
other hand, has no doubt as to the 
Limpet’s status. It is registered 
as a boat ; described as 24 feet 
long, feet wide, with a 214 
foot draft and powered by a 10 
horse-power outboard motor.
On the advice of Mr. Crack;, 
Buchanan has written to North 
Saanich Council asking for a six 
month permit to allow com­
pletion of the Limpet.
Mr. Buchanan said that he 
ultimately intends to use it as a 
“recreation vehicle”.
“It is mobile,” he claims.
As well, the Limpet, according 
to Buchanan, is out of sight of any 
homes in the area (Lochside 
Drive, south of Sidney) and is on 
Buchana’s property, rather than 
on the foreshore as claimed by 
North Saanich. Mr. Buchanan 
added that none of the residents 
in the area had complained about 
the boat.
North Saanich Oouncil. are 
expected to make a decision oh 
the matter at their next regular' 




“IT LOOKED LIKE A ROMAN CANDLEi” was the comment of 
one on-looker last week, when Iho coating on a dolphin ut the 
Swartz Bay ferry terminal burst Into flame. Workers were using 
a cutting torch to sever large tells in the piles when the creonoto 
covered poles caught firo.An employee of the contracting firm 
working on the docks is pictured above giving the smoldering 
dolphin a good watering down, (Review Photo)
; Although “it may take a little 
time,” according to Sidney 
Mayor Stan Dear,:aircraft noise 
over the town may diminish ” 4 
somewhat as the residt of a letter; 
from Sidney to rthe: Federal 
Department of Transport;
At the direction of Council, a 
letter was sent to the Departmoit 
asking that aircraft use runways 
not in a direct line with the town, 
whenever possible, and that 
something be done to cut down 
the number of training flights out 
of the local airport.
In a reply read to Council on' 
Monday evening, a DOT 
spokesman wrote that (Council’s 
concern was “well appreciated.”
His Department woidd be con­
tacting Air Canada, Pacific 
Western Airlines and Canadian 
Pacific Airlines, he said, setting 
down more stringent regulations 
governing familiarization flights 
Councils suggestions, hov;cvcr, 
that alternative runways,bo used 
by regular commercial flights — 
except in case of storm conditions 
-• was rejected by DOT on tin© 
basis that the longest runway: 
(whoso fllglil path Is over Sidney) 
is the only one equipped for In­
strument landings. As well, wind 
conditions far telow those coHf 
sldored as a storm would 
determine the runway to bo umod, 
the letter explained. ' s>,';
Chairman of the Klngiswood 
Kubdivlalon commiUeo, North 
Saanich alderman George Aylard 
confirmed IhiR week that Pem- 
terton, HoltneH Ltd, hnR been 
asked to obtain clnrldcailon of 
the plan's status, in light of the 
new provincial Lind-freeze* 
legislation.
The first commillee meeting of
the yeor was called lust Wed- 
rifisday to discuss a Hot of 
proposals for a land-uso contract, 
submitted by Pemberton, 
llolmeB Ltd,, agents for land 
owner W.G, Wills.
“Everything is up In the air’' 
said Aid. Aylard. “Civil servants 
themselves are not clear about 
the,meaning of Bill 42.”
m'yy:Proposals for use of tlio 
acres on West Saonlch l&d, and 
Wains Ed. have been presented to 
Council since 1968,
A bylaw to declare the land* id 
development area caused rnucdi 
controversy In Council last year 
and was finally signed by Mayor 
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SCHULTZ/SMITH WEDDING
Michele Laverne Smith 
became the bride of Constable 
Robert Keith Schultz at St. 
Elizabeth’s Church on Saturday, 
April 7 in a ceremony which 
featured an honor guard of 
R.C.M.P. personnel.
The bride was lovely in a floor 
length gown of Spanish lace with 
hoop skirt, sitted bodice and long 
train. Her veil cascaded from a 
Juliet cap of lace and she carried 
red rosebuds.
Bridesmaids Dianna Kelany 
and Shawn Smith, matron of 
honour Mrs. Lori Fitzpatrick and 
flower girl Carrie and the ring- 
bearer Nancy Pucket all wore 
pale blue crepe in floor length 
design with Empire waistline and 
leg-o’mutton sleeves. They 
carried yelloe daises and 
chrysanthemums.
Best man Kenneth Schultz 
came from Provost, Alberta and 
like the usher, Lyle Schultz, is a 
brother of the groom. Male ring 
i tearerj Stephen Smith is the 
bride’s bK^her and John Fitz-
Petiltistflii
CItflis Im Mmvimw
Patrick, usher, is the bride’s 
brother-in-law.
Father R.C. Curiningham of­
ficiated at the wedding and the 
R.C.M.P. honour guard included 
Constables J. Gerich, M. 
Clarabut, R. Jones and G. 
Garret.
For a reception following, the 
bride’s mother wore a long pink 
govm with lace bodice and cor­
sage of dark pink carnations. 'Ihe 
groom’s mother received guests 
wearig dark pink chiffon and a 
corsage of white carnations.
Toast to the bride was made by 
her uncle G- W. Smith, Burnaby. 
Out-of-town guests included IVfr. 
and Mrs. G. Schultz, Edmonton, 
Mrs. 0. Smith, IVIrs. H. Cale, 
Rusty and Linda from Van­
couver; Mr, and Mrs. K. Affleck 
and daughter of Penticton, Mr. 
nd Mrs. R. Grey, Chilliwack, Mr. 
and Mrs. B. Smith and Mrs. M. 
Troy of Burnaby, Const. C. 
Brown, Nanaimo and Brian 
Specht of IVovost, Alta.
ST. ANDREW’S & 
HOLY TRINITY A C.W. 
Mrs. G. MacKay from Saute 
Ste. Marie was cordially 
welcomed to the April Afternoon 
Group meeting of St. Andrew’s 
and Holy Trinity Anglican 
Church Women. Mrs. MacKay is 
the siter of President Mrs. D. 
Small and is in Sidney on a visit to 
her Mother and sister.
Mrs. W. Brethour opened with 
pryaers and told of the continuing 
success of a young protege in the 
North. Mrs. Brethour’s young 
friends in the new subdivision are 
holding their annual sale in aid of 
the George Pearkes Clinic and 
asked for donations of items 
which could be sold for ic to 25c to 
the children, and $1 to the 
parents.
Final plans were made for the 
Spring Tea under the con- 
venership of Mrs. W.E. Briggs.
Mrs. J. Atherton and the 
President gave a splendid report 
on the recent Diocesan Annual 
Meeting held in Port Alberni. The 
guest speaker had been Mrs. 
Goodaire from the Toronto 
Diocese, and a resolution had 
been passed to encourage new 
members to be reading 
Christians, also that silent 
meditation be used more in the 
meetings. A vote of thanks to the 
delegates for taking time to at­
tend the Annual and bringing 
back their reports was heartily 
endorsed. Hostesses for May will 
be Mrs. J. Rogers and Mrs.W. 
Booth.
The well organized Daffodil 
Tea took place Saturday and was 
a most enjoyable and successful 
affair .Lady guests were 
presented with daffodil corsages 
as they entered; the Hall was gay 
with flowers and there was a 
daffodil stall. Hie Home Cooking, 
also Novelty and greeting cards 
tables did a brisk business and 
Mrs. W. E. Briggs and her 
helpers were well pleased. Full 
reports will be received at the 
May meeting ' but the convener 
wishes to thank all who attended 
and who helped in any way . ; r
received. All members enjoyed 
his talk.
Delegates were chosen for the 
three day Convention to be held in 




Mother, father, as a parent 
alone when was the last time you 
went cycling with your son or 
daughter? How long has it been 
since you spent an hour or two 
sitting beside a campfire roasting 
weiners or marshmallows en­
joying the time together? Or 
splashing away an afternoon in a 
local pool? Or just walking 
together along the shore? you 
wanted to yet hesitated 
because —
Parents Without Partners are 
enjoying these things week after 
week. It takes a bit of effort 
sometimes to get out and get 
going, but the rewards are 
wonderful. The happy grin on a 
child’s face as you jump into the 
pool beside her, the closeness you 
feel as a son explains just how 
one masters riding the 10-speed, 
the discovery of a colorful rock or 
an interesting piece of driftwood.
Life is too short to be wishing 
after things that might have 
been. Put forth that effort, come 
along and meet new friends. Turn 
over a new leaf and find out that 
life can be interesting, 
challenging and beautiful. Phone 
656-3700 after 3 p.m.
ST. ELIZABETH’S 
St. Elizabeth’s Social Club 
meets April 19th, in the Sacristy 
of the Church at 10.00 a.m. to 
clean up the Church and prepare 
it for Easter. Members are asked 
to bring cleaning supplies and 
lunch. The regular monthly 
meeting will be held while 
munching lunch. Plans are afoot 
for a Strawberry Tea and we 
need your suggestions. Please 
join us on the 19th, everyone 
welcome.
WELCOME WAGON
On March 28th, the Welcome 
Wagon Club held a very in­
teresting display of Hand Crafts 
at the Peacock Restaurant. 
Seventeen outstanding entries 
kept the crowd interested, while 
socializing over wine and cheese.
On May 1st, there will be a 
MAY DAY HOP at the Sidney 
Hotel. There will be something to 
interest the young, as well as the 
young at heart - dancing - 
refreshments, prizes, surprises. 
Everybody is invited to make up 
their own party and join in the 
fun.
'Tickets can be obtained at the 
following Welcome Wagon 
Sponsors: Cameo Beauty Salon, 
Rust’s Jewellery, White’s 








Special SAVE 15% ON shampoos a sets
EFFECTIVE FROM April VUh to Ufh
Under the new management of Heather 'Tyler our fully 
qualified stylists will be most pleased to create a new you.
OPEN 8:30 to 5:00 MON. THRU SAT.
1187 VERDIER AVE. 
___ B
652-3333
The BEST TRACTOR VALUE
in
BETA SIGMA PHI
, Due to the lack of response 
from service clubs in this area; 
with the exception of a very few, 
we now invite private businesses 
to sponsor contestants in the Miss^ 
Saanich Peninsula Contest.
Contestants must be single, be 
17-21 years of age and live north 
of Royal Oak. I’hey are to par­
ticipate in a Fashion Show, May 
2nd, as well as Pageant and 
Dance on May 12th. Entry fee is 
$10.00. First come, first serve as 
the limit is 12 contestants. 
Deadline is April 13. For 
registrations and inquiries, 
please phone 656-2668 days and 
656-4970 after 5:00 p.m.
HISTORICAL SOCIETY 
'The Sidney Museum will again 
be open to the public bn ^turday, 
April 21st, from 10 a m. to 4 p.m. 
and continue open every day for 
the summer . 'This was decided at 
the Annual Meeting by members 
of the society who volunteer their 
services to keep the Museum 
open.
'The duties are interesting and 
light and more volunteers would 
be welcomed by our Museum 
Director Mrs. May John.
The 1973 President is Mrs. 
Edna Bull succeedingMiss E.G. 
Moses who carried us throu^ the 
past eventful year when over 
10,000 visitors to the Museum 
were recorded: We now have 
approximately 60 paid up 
members..
Meetings will be held on the 3rd 
'Thursday of each month at 7:30 
p.m. at the Museum on Beacon 
Avenue. Tlie next meeting will be 
on April 19th, when we are 
looking forward to hearing 
Profe.ssor A.L. Atkinson speaking 
on “Heraldry”. All interested are 
very welcome to attend and there 
is no charge.
UICATED NEXT fCt MILL BAY FEIIRY
SEAVIEW DINING & DANCING
To tho organ and piano ttiyllngs of Analito CaaUllo. 
TucBday UirougU Sumloy ovonlnga, rcscrvatlona suggcs'ied. 
Dine with the relaxing atmosphere 
and view of SScenic Brentwood Bay
COFFEE SHOP and MARINA
• OLD FASHIONED PRICES
S|M!»el«hKlng hi weddiiigH, banqiueta. conveMtloiia
Complete Binner^elcttion
STARTOli





O.A.P.O. NO. 25 
A meeting of. the Old Age 
Pensioners Organization was 
held Thursday afternoon, April 
5th in the Senior Citizens Centre. 
Pi’csident Bill Booth was happy 
to see over a hundred turn out. 
Business was kept short os the 
iiigh-liglit of the afternoon vva.s an 
address from Mr. Gilmore of the 
lYovincial Department of Health 
and Welfare. He explained the 
details of how to fill in the mini- 
income blub papers, and why the 
Department needed these papers 
filled in and returned, Ho is a 
very capable speaker with a 
clear voice, and was well
ST. PAUL’S U.G.W. 
Members of St. Paul’s U.C.W. 
met Wed., April 4th in the Church 
hall.
Devotions were given by Mrs. 
Smith of the Sunshine Unit and 
were concluded by a duct 
“Beautiful Garden of Prayer,” 
sung by> Mrs. Smith and Mrs, 
Pnlmcb
It was reported that the trim 
on the front of the church had 
Ijoen painted and twenty-one 
dollars donated to the Beulah 
Bourns Fund.
'Hie Sunshine Group is having a 
Rake Sale on April 14thi 10 a m. 
at the Bank of Montreal and 
preparations were made for the 
Mothers Ten on May 12lh.
Ti1io meeting closed with the 
Mispah Bonidictlon.
Where meats are a Speciality, not a sideline
LOCAL BUTCHERS




ilrcabclb jfilcl of ^ole
COMPJXTE 'DINNEm; INCLUDE
Gardon Proah V«gatab,liair3 and Today * a Potato
oFFnenT PFV'nnA/'it:
' FOR RESERVATIONS' <182-2413'
7172 BRENTWOOD OWIVE
OPEN SUND AV. T^IIUnSDAY 8 AM. 11 PM
FRIDAY . SATURDAY 8 AM . I PM 
AecotobdaUon dally, weekly, monthly 
,' \ / KiichenetU! uuita availablM 













CANADA CHO'icE ' ■ f H f1li«
HIND VVs OF BEEF y 1i.u.
For service qu«IH.v shop the 2100 Rlock Rencon Ave.
656*5501
Oi»cn Dally H’.OO a.m. to 5:30 {Km.
'STECIAUStlNO IN . ..
FRESH, CUT MEA'rS, . ^ 
AND ■
HOME FREEZER aUrPLiES ,
[T BOLSTER
SONS:
Id Tune With 
The Seoson? 
Get a head Start! 
Have a Spring tune- 
up, now. Your car 
will get a real 
charge out of it.
253
Art Bolster 8 Sons
Automotive .Service Centre
652-1041 
West Saanich Rd 
at Wallace Drive 
Orivffl In Soon '
Teh forward speeds and the BIG dependable power output you 
need for large-scale farming. 70 bhp, 3.9 litre diesel engine, 
,'4000-lb. 'hydraulic lift.'
More BIG POWER features, also with ten forward gears and 
the most reliable power output in farming. 55 bhp. 3.4 litre 
diesel engine, 4000-lb. hydraulic lift.
You get EXTRA OUTPUT with the new 253 Deluxe, a middle- 
range tractor with all the power you need, plus 
manoeuvrability. 47 bhp, 2.5 litre diesel engine, 3750-lb. 
hydraulic lift.
The LIGHTWEIGHT tractor with the BIG features, specially 
adapted for confined row work, 25 bhp, 1.5 litre diesel engine, 
1000-lb. hydraulic lift.
For more information call in at
BUTLER BROmERS
VICTORIA - 2046 Keating Cross Hoad 
Phone 6524121
ROYAL OAK SPORTING GOODS
479-4232 :
EASY PARKING - OPEN FRIDAY TILL 9 APRIL 13th • to 23rd.
BIKE ACCESSORIES, LIGHTS, FENDERS, TIRES TUBES
BADMINTON & TENNIS RACQUETS, SHIRTS, PANTS 
20% OFF sleeping BAGS, DOWN FILLED, CELL-FILLED
10% OFF f'SHING EQUIPEMENT, RODS-REELS-LINE-L-URES 
10% OFF base ball - LACROSSE * SOFTBALL EQUIPT.
I h
^ Hi : inr^ Hi l itulls IU: I |g,l ill > 11;,
SUPER SPECIAL
'■hOBu
s:SEKINE 10 SPEED BIKES !
Hi
LDCK
C, >V FENDERS,. , 
S.tFETY LEVERS,
D BIKE STAND
|99 ■ ONE DAY BIKE REPAIRS
mi
I 11^1^ V V lip ' "









10.00 a.m. Liquid Embroidery - Advanced 
10.00 a.m. Weaving
1.00 p.m. Dressmaking 
1.15 p.m. Bridge Club
7.00 p.m. Crib Tournaments 
10.00 a.m. Needlepoint








l.Oq p.m. French Conversation
2.00 p.m. Films to be announced 
10.00 a.m. Paintings - Oils
10.00 a.m. Liquid Embroidery - Beginners
10.00 a.m. Serenaders Practice.
1.00 p.m. Painting - Watercolours 
1.15 p.m. Whist
10.00 a.m. Metalcraft 
10.00 a.m. Rug Hooking
10.00 a.m. Novelties
10.30 a.m. Mah-Jong 
Noon. Hot Dinner
2.00 p.m. Concert - Dorothy Cuthbert
choral group
7.00 p.m. Band practice & Social Evening
A Message For You
FOR THE FINEST 
FLOOR COVERINGS... 
carpet, linoleum, vinyl, 
ceramic tiles ...




715 Pandora — 38(5-2401
NOW IT CAN BE
SEWER COSTS
Continued from Page 1
price of labor and laying pipe, 
Shaw said.
The O.K. Paving bid was based 
on the use of non-Union labour, 
however, and' this, said Shaw, 
could create a work stoppage on 
Parkland school. By using union 
labour, the cost would be in­
creased by about $2,580.
kiwanis had originally agreed 
to assume 15 percent of sewer 
installation costs which, with tlie 
revised bid, would leave School 
Board footing a bill for $52,003.85 
while Kiwanis paid $9,177.15.
Board chairman Rubymay 
Parrot was concerned that the 
Board has paid engineers for an 
estimate which should have been 
closer to the mark.
Trustee Gordon Ewan asked 
whether the school could hook 
into Sidney’s main instead of 
installing its’ own pumping
equipment and force main.
Shaw agreed to investigate 
such an alternative immediately. 
He pointed out in his report that 
Parklands must be in operation 
in 21 weeks time, “so there is no 
time to lose.’’
BRENTWOOD BOMBERS BASKETBALL 
TEAM were awarded a trophy as the most 
sportsmanlike team at a B.C. Pre-Midget 
basketball tournament held in Duncan on April 7. 
The team won the Saanich Peninsula title in 
order to play in Dunca, and won one out of three 
games at the tournament. Pictured above (from
left to right ) are: back row - Coach Eileen Fell, 
Cathy Christianson, Debbie Mollett, Colleen 
Douglas, Angie Peden, Sheila Sampson and 
Ck)ach Joan Ellingson; front row - Anne Kamp, 




CAN DO ANYTHING PAINT CAN DO 
EXCEPT CRACK, PEEl OS BUSTER 





Overcrowding at McTavish 
Elementary will become serious 
next September and School 
District officials propose to shift 
all Grade Five and Six students to 
Sansbury Elementary at that 
time.
School superintendent Eric 
Lewis said that the change will 
not necessitate extra bus tran­
sport for many children, most of 
whom jlive within walking 
distance of Sansbury.
Continued from Page 1
be stored for summer use is 
uneconomic, says Gibbs who 
adds that such water would also 
have to be chlorinated — another 
unpopular factor.
Meanwhile, restrictions which 
go into effect from May 1 to 
September 30 will advise 
customers against seeding lawns 
before fall. Although every house 
will be allowed water for a 
sprinkling every two days, it is 
possible to hand water at any 
time, commented the secretary- 
treasurer.
What are the prospects for 
Sidney’s future water supply?
The main-lining of a water 
supply from the south end of the 
Peninsula is a possibility but, at 
the moment, it is far too ex­
pensive.
Hugh Curtis, M.L.A. has held 
preliminary talks with 
representatives from area 
municipalities to discuss w’ater 
distribution problems.
In Sidney, building inspector 
Hans Schneider agrees with 
Gibbs that there are only about 
100 single-family lots left to build 
on.
with 1972 March permits totalling 
$417,845.
The three month total this year 
of $1,231,289 likewise reflects a 
considerable increase in com­
parison withthe 1972 three-month 
total of $789,555.




C.ARPET Sj rWJYL FLOOR COVERINGssuMWiMuumnT
British Columbia is moine than just your Province.
■ itsyourhorne.
I'he increased appetite for local 
homes is reflected in the March 






On, BqjoujJU^jlU, dawnAaian, BJvejxijujaodL 
WHY COMPROMI
Tli e r e i s no s ub s t i tu t e f o r; Qu a 1 i t y
SeJiuXjcjz, l^jodeA /RejrUxLLA
A land where waves pound down 
on long beaches.
A land of deep green forests filled with 
and game. And silence.
A land of mountains that disappear 
into the sea. Y
A land of clean cities and clear air.
A land of valleys full of friendly feces 
handshakes. A land where: 
npens in wann surnhier sunl
fish
A land of highways; ; fe 
and’backroads that beckon.
: A land where history still lives witii
^ toun&fe tiavel miles to experience.
: world that's beirTgfeivilizedhut'pf;it’s fe:;’:;
senses; borne back toyours this; siirnmeb ; ' ; 
Take the lime to look around you.
At a land to love. To be part of.
To'be proud'of.;;,"'
Your land ... British Golumbia. : ^
V;T'Uv.
See it this Summer
For more travel Information, visit any British Columbia Information Centre, or write: 
British Columbia Department of Travel Industry, 1019 Wharf Street, Victoria, B.C.
SIDNEY TIRE
"S
We extend our sincere 
thanks to the many 
wonderful people that 
have patronized Sidney 
[Tire: during the past 
year. J
It is our wish that^^w 
hiay conrinue to enjoy- 
your patronage; and 
pledge to do our utmost 
to give complete Satk-» 





TO CELEBRATE THIS HAPPY OCCASSOW 






$0 MANY SIZES » TYPES TO CHOOSE 





Hank and Gertie 
Vmer$





COME ON IN AND SEE OUR COMPLETE LINE OF FAMOUS B.F. GOODRICH TIRES
includInK the LIFESAVER RADIAL STEEL
' FREW DMAW'^^^y
, . FOR 2 HIRES TO RT , :. 
YOUR CAR. ENTER NOWf
Draw will take lihcO’Aijrii. l&Uiy 4:l0,.:r*M»
11
RESTHAVEN DRBVE 
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This Saturday heralds the official opening of Sidney 
pollution control centre (less delicately known as a 
sewage treatment plant) and the first summer season 
for years, in which local beaches will be clean and 
swimmable.
In Central Saanich, a similar centre will be opened in 
May, clearing the still waters of Brentwood Bay 
(probably the warmest swimming on the Peninsula) 
and removing noisome smells from ditches in the areas 
which never did “perk” too well.
It is to be hoped that development in other parts of the 
Peninsula, North Saanich for instance, and the 
Highlands which shoulder Central Saanich on the south, 
will not sully the waters which have been rescued from 
pollution at considerable expense to the individual 
Central Saanich and Sidney resident.
Latest developments regarding the proposed 
hydrographic station to be built on Department of 
Transport land by the Airport indicate that thought is 
being given to a hook-up of that system with Sidney’s 
sewer. Whether or not this proves possible (there may 
be as many as 1,000 employees in the new station), it is 
comforting to think that D.o.T. officials are not con­




"WAIT-" X awT Tea ygr ©f TWogE s<soatters~.©r
JUST THE Mia SAY FEKKT WITH AN OVeeLQAD OF HOUSE miigRS'fff
The Bible continues to be the 
most widely distributed book in 
the world. The Canadian Bible 
Society reports that the 1972' 
figures indicate an un­
precedented circulation in 
Canada and overseas.
In Canada alone, the Society 
distributed 108,000 Bibles and 
more than 300,000 copies of the 
New Testament in addition to 
more than two and a half million 
copies of smaller scripture 
portions. Included in those 
figures are 33,000 bibles or 
Testaments in 76 languages other 
than English or French.
The Bible Society each year 
furnished free scriptures for the 
blind. More than 7,000 units in 
Braille or on cassettes or tape 
were given to the blind last year.
A highlight of the 1972 report 
was the announcement that the 
Canadian Bible Society for­
warded $860,000 — or more than 
$16,500 per week — for the 
translation, printing, and 
distribution of the Bible overseas. 
Much of this was used to furnish 
scriptures to those who are 
newly-literate.
According to Dr. Kenneth 
MacMillan, general secretary, 
the Society is aiming to. increase 
its support of world distribution 
of the Bible. “The hundreds of 
thousands who will join the ranks 
of the newly-literate depend upon 
their Canadian friends of all 
churches for copies of the Bible,” 
The Bible socieites of the world 
have made steady progress in the 
translation of the scriptures.
MyLcuiim
MOWEH
Cuts the grass 
and eliminates 
clippings!
The one mower that cuts the 
grass, then cuts and re-cuts 
the clippings into a fine 
mulch that disappears down 
into your lav>/n. No bag to 
empty. No clippings to rake..< 
No dangerous discharge 
chute. Faster, safer, cleaner 
than anything else you’ve 
used. Available in 22" self- 
propelled, 22" and 18" hand- 
propelled models. Bolens 
Division, FMC Corporation.
Ymm








-TwoI uld like to read the full text j whose public relations men 
by that ”rorohto committee: of ! establish them as sex symbols, 
child psychologists, so briefly I The situations in motion pic- 
reported in the papers, before j tufes, the gossip in the movie and 
seconding the motion. i —^ —
A sampling of pornographic 
: doesn’t do a healthy





appears to be the conclusion of 
this group of experts.
The only thing that surprised 
me about that point of view, 
allowing for the brevity of CP’s 
report, is that they didn’t make it 
stronger by suggesting that some 
selected reading of that sort 
might, in fact, do a whale of a lot 
of positive good.
I daresay that if the full report 
were available it would show that 
these men and women are 
disturbed, as I am, at the over- 
protective attitude of these times 
by parents, schools and the 
publishers of juvenile literature.
They all seem determined to 
pussy-foot around the subject of 
sex. In doing so, they complete a 
conspiracy of silence that must 
be both confounding and harmful 
to any child who has put aside his 
alaphabetical blocks to spec- 
tulale on other pursuits.
It used to be that the climate of 
prudery and stern Christian 
morality gave a child at least 
some awarene.ss that sex ac­
tivities were recognized by the 
adult world of authority ns 
exiHtlng. It was bad, maybe, but 
it was real,
If nothing else, the bare 
rudiments of a sox education 
might bo picked up at homo or at 
school through the dire warnings 
and ponderous cautioning of your 
elders, including those who 
assured you you'd go crazy or 
stone cold dead if you fell in to 
temptation,
As adults grew' more 
onlightened, a rapid process 
during the iwstwar years, they 
discarded this Victorian role of 
preaching against BOX and, in 
stead, simply took no position 
whatever on tlie nssumpllon that 
,i thin was the modern, intelligent 
approach,
’"fho result was that what had 
l)cen all nlriclures and censure 
became pretty much of a 
vacuum.
The trouble wiUi ihis was, and 
is, that nature abhors a vacuum, 
©specially when filling it can 
make a fast buck. So wo entered 
the era In which sex iMJcamo a 
kind of marketable commodity 
and the child, ns much as Uie 
, adult,'became the commmer- :
From Itly-bUty mopixsls to 
puberty and beyond our kids 
Uiday are expoaed as they never 
have been before to com­
mercialized BOX.
Tlio songs on their personal 
radio stations are alyly filled wlUi 
suggestive meanings more often 
than not driven home by lads
love magazines: they read; the 
whole cockeyed mythology of the 
day is so rooted in physical love 
that no one is surprised any more^;; 
when a small girl, admiring a 
small boy, innocently announces 
the ultimate accolade: “He’s 
sexy.”;;"'.,':.,.;:
What is wrong with this em­
phasis in the world of children is 
that it puts sex out of focus. It 
permits little or no intelligent, 
responsible encounter-balance 
from parent or school to get equal 
time, as it were, with the kind of 
accelerated sex instruction they 
get from the mass media.
The real problem, in my view, 
is not so much in the precocious 
sex activities of youth. It is in 
what the social workers tell us is 
an appalling increase in recent 
years of abortions, unmarried 
teen-aged mothers and pathetic 
children shot-gunned into 
ridiculously early marriage by 
pregnancy.
These statistics make it clear 
that the modern child does not 
lonow the score at all, that the 
compulsive forces that intrigue 
and tempt the normal child are 
not being met with the sort of 
mature advice or information 
that once, however negative, 
served as a guide or a brake, 
What is needed, of course, is a 
much more active role by parent 
and teacher in informing children 
In the facts, the realities and - 
yes -• the beauty of physical love, 
to give instruction, to inillnie free 
discussion on every aspect of sex, 
including contraception, so that it 
will not be left entirely to the 
merchants of Icwdnesn,
A child with that sort of 
background, ns the Toronto 
psychologists have said, could 
not bo harmed by pornography in 
the selected, classic sense that 
I'm sure they had in mind-thnt 
is, the library of ribald erotica, 
the Uubclnlslnn literature of 
love’s delights-and might find, 
indeed, an effective nntidole for 
the kind of insidious poison they 
absorb now in massive doses.
Editor, Tlie Review, Sir:
This is a letter of complaint. I 
am nauseated by the style of 
writing displayed in the Penin­
sula Police News last week. Who 
ever has been recently delegated 
the job of reporting the court 
cases is going a bit far. Let me 
give you an example: “The of­
ficer elected to pursue the gen­
tleman since the object of his 
attention showed no great 
willingness to stop and discuss 
the matter with him: instead he 
speeded his automobile up i went 
across the road,, into a ditch; 
thence over- a lawn arid even­





Saanich Peninsultt School 
Board will again attempt to 
fthtain flepaHm(*!i(.al apprm'jii for 
n Polllicat Science course to be 
taught in senior high school. I^ist 
year, the suggestion was 
rejected V»y the provincinl 
Kklucallon deparlrocnl.
TVustt'c Gordon Ewan, who 
ohjcctnd last year, rc-Hcratcd his 
stand on Monday, ’'Tlilii is an 
open invitation to brainwashing,
Rest Haven Hospital Ad­
ministrator, Lloyd Bell, 
delivered his annual report to 
members of the Hospital Society 
recently - pointing out that the 
hospital had lived within its 
budget in spite of a very high 
increase in the out-patient and 
emergency department work 
load.
Fewer patients were admitted 
during 1972, but because of the 
necessity of caring for a number 
of extended care patients the 
beds were kept filled and the 
nursing department very busy.
He reported that 107 babies 
were born, 1,048 operations 
performed, 2,73.5 emergency 
treatments handled and 19,834 
out-patients cared for at the 
laboratory, xray .'ind 
physiotherapy, Tliis is a good 
deal more than in former years 
Mr. Bell conveyed thanks and 
warm appreciation for a job well 
done to the Auxiliary to Rest 
Haven Hospital. They have, he 
said, in the past five years 
provided well over $1.5,ooo worth 
of equipment for the direct care, 
of patients.
lie pointed out that many 
jKioplc had been asking him whni 
the Board plans to do with Uesi 
Haven, “My own feeling is," lie 
said, “that when a new aeuto 
hospital is Iniill in the area, then 
Rest Haven should lie used in 
some other form of pulilie service 
such as geriatric or ixissibly 
reluilitlllatlve care."
Mr. Bell said he desired to 
leave on record hia appreciation 
of the work done by all tlie staff 
members, making special 
mention of tho.se who had led in 
departmental responsibility, 
naming Miss A. Jaekfion, 
Director of Nurses; Mr, T. 
Bishop, Cliief Accounlaivl. Ntr, l^. 
Drcbert, riant Superintendent; 
Mrs, S. Gitnbel, Dietary; Mrs, J, 
Martin, O.R. Suiwrvisor; Mrs. G, 
MarsluUI, Laundr.',; lUr.s. L, 
Gurney, Executive Housekeeiier; 
Miss .1, Gregory. Medical 
IbH'ords; Mrs M, |iMaeI)itnald, 
LalMiratory ; Mrfc Pf van Citters, 
Physiotherapy; and Mr. L, 
fk'hafer X-ray,
In eonehision. Mr Bell 
pressed appreciation for 
supporting friendship of 
Mayors and Coum'illors of 
riey, North Sannieh and Cenlrnl 
S.;ianieh.'
machine imbedded in a fence.”
This is a long winded and badly 
written way of saying “When the 
officer signalled him to pull over 
the defendant sped up, crossed 
the road, a ditch and a lawn, 
ending up in a fence.” (or 
something similarly compact).
Also-many people don’t care if 
the defendant was smiling, if “he 
was no loriger smiling,” or even if 
a babies’ gurgle was breaking the 
courts reverent silence. :
I realize the problems a small 
newspaper such as yours has in 
getting coiripetent reports, but 
this time you Ve squeezed the last 
slimy drop from the proverbial 
' barrePs rotten wood; Twould like 
Ao see^yoii return to the method of 
; simply and direCtli^'lStating the 
relevant facts, arid leaving it at 
that./;; V-;:
I only bothered to write this 
letter because the Police News is 
the only part of your paper I 
consistently read. Also, as I’m 
sure you are fully aware, one bad 
article reflects on the whole




The Review, Sir 
The CARE of Canada 1972 
annual report is so encouraging 
that we simply had to tell you that 
British Columbians once again 
topped the rest of Canada in per 
capita donations. No only did 
they top the rest of Canada but 
they increased their donations by 
more than 50 percent. This 
generosity irierits tellirig and tlie 
press of British Columbia have 
played Ai “ery large part in 
making this possible. In a cross 
country survey of press clippings 
iriore than one third of all clip­
pings originated in B.C. papers, 
for which we thank you very 
much.
BritishTolumbia in CARE’S 
feeding program, contributed 
greatly towards meals supplied 
daily to 28,000,000 pre-school and 
school aged children in 34
countries. Food which contains a 
high source of proteins and 
vitamins: such as CSM , a blend 
of cornmeal, soya and milk 
powder; WSB, a special wheat- 
soya blend and other staples such 
as bulgur wheat, rice and 
vegetable oil.
Three British Columbia' 
Registered Nurses, Linda 
Matthies, Vancouver; Sharon R. 
Dawe, Vernon; and Helen 
MacRae of Kimberley donated 
their services in Indonesia 
looking after the sick and the 
■maimed;;-''',
There is much more of the good 
deeds performed tlrirough the 
generosity ; of your readers. 
Please thank them on our behalf 
and thank you members of the 





No. CARE of Canada,




Rev. Ivan H. Fuller 
652-2812
Sunday April 15 
PalmSunday 
St. Mary’s
9:45a.m. Family Service 
ST.SEPHEN’S
11:15a.m. Holy Communion;
No evening service 
Palms will be distributed at 
all services.
Neva Pennie, secretary- i 
treasurer of the Real Estate 
Salesmen’s Association of B.C., 
will attend the Canadian Real 
Estate Association assembly in 
Ottawa on April 12 arid 13, Before 
her return, Mrs, Pennie will visit 
daughters; Mrs. A. Ramsay 
(Neva) in Montreal, Mrs. R.
Taylor (Colleen) in Bracebridge,
(.Tntai’io and Mrs. N. Jupp 
(Heather) in Ottawa and sons>
Duff, Montreal and Bruce in 
Toronto. On her return Mrs, 
lY'nnie will begin preparations 
for the annual Real Estate In­
stitute convention to be hold in 
Victoria in May.
Two nine-year-old Sidney Ixiys did their bit for pliysical fitness 
earlier this week, by riding their bicycles non-slop to Elk Lake and 
return. Chris McLnuglilin and Scott Nuiui assured our PP reporter 
(hot they wouldn't even slop for a drink,
Wllf I’rice informs us that a lady of his acquainlance has sue- 
ce.ssfully completed her;driver's licence tost -’-■on the fifth try .
ROTARY ELECTIONS
Building supply manager Wilf 
Price has been elected president 
of the Sidney Rotary Club. Active 
in a number of local 
organizations, Mr. Price was 
Rotary vice-president during tlie 
1972-73 term.
Also elected for the coming 
year, in elections held last 
Wednesday, were: Vice-
president, Harry Chambers; 
secretary, John Salvador; 
treasurer, Don Smith and 
directors - Greg Lonsdale, Clive 
Dench, John Askew and Robert 
Sansom.
Past president of the 
organization is Dr. D. Foerster,

















Bible Study 7.30 p.m.
Friday







SIDNEY AND NORTH 
SAANICH 
Rev. R. Horr Pratt 
Church Office - 656-3213 
Manse - 656-1930 
ST. J()HN’S DEEP COVE 
Service of Worship 9:30 a .m. 
ST. PAUL’S SIDNEY-
Service of Worship 11:00 a .m. 
Church School , 9; 30 a .m.
CENTRAL SAANICH = 
UNITED CHURCHES 
Rev. John M. Wood, B A. 
Church Office 652-2713
Manse 652-2748
SHADY CREEK, 7180 East 
Saanich Road.
Family Service and Sunday 






r Sluggett Memorial 
Baptist Church
Overheard in the Seabreeze Inn on Saiurtiay morning were two 
Sidney aldermen; tlificnssiiig the relative merits of attending a 
preview Bhowing of the now sewage treatment plant -- or enjoying the 
lioauliful weatluT somewhere else.
Air. and Mrs. A, Vogee, Vancouver, and lor many years residents of 
Sidney, woreAveok-ond guests at the home of .Mr. and Mrs. J. .lolin. 
Blue'Heron Road,'^ . :■,,/,■:■ ;■", ■
Claremont studentMarian Haupl,Winner of the recent Sidney 
Rotary Club public speaking contest, will .spend her Easter holidays in 
(Mtavva as the guest otnotary,
Mark Hiringer, a grade three studegt at Elk Lake, and Robert 
Seliofield, a grade seven student at Brentwood, were recent winners 
in cliess eomiielitions sponsored by a Victoria radio station, 
l)r, and Mrs. Keimelh Kdimindson, of Gibraltar are visiting their 
daughter and grandchildren, Sonin (lyeand family, Birch Road,
Mr. and Mrs. E.R, Hoover, have returned lo their home on Melville 
Drive followitig a holiday in Arizona,
Mr, and Airs. J. McDanleis, Healtle, Wash,, arriveii in .Sidney last 
week and will spend the summer, m resilience, on Wildilower Phice, 
Having .spent tlie winter months in California,Mrs. C.H, Orine, ,hn,s 
returned to lier home on White Bircli Hoad.
Airs. L. Ali'Phail. Filtli .SI., s|iein several days In Vancouver, last 
week, , ;
MEMORIAL GIFTS
In Momoritinv ilnnnilorw in ilHi
CANADIAN 
CANCER SOCIETY
Hi'i'nn ftpiircclnii-il nmrk nf roHpcct uihhI 
nxclUHlvnly (or n-stuircl', itin) should ho 
liikon, nr mnllod In IW I’lilodnr.ln 
Aviniuo, Vlcinnn. Citid.s nro i.onl In llio 
horodvi'ili iind nn nffloiid rocolpl Itisuon 
In ilio (Innnr.
BRENTWOOD BAY 
L.C. Voso. Pastor 
PH.65'2-1687
THE PARISH OF 
NORTH SAANICH
The Anglican Church of 
Canada.
(Episcopalian & C of E)
PALMSUNDAY 
Holy Trinity Church 
By the sea
Mills & West Saanich
8.00 a.m, Holy Communion
10.00 a.m. Morning Service 
Weds. 2.30 p.m. Ixjnt Service
ST. ANDREWS CHURCH 
with the Silver Spire 
9686 3rd St. SIDNEY 
8.00a.m. Holy Communion 
11.15 a.m. Morning Pi’ayer & 
Sunday School. 





















Dedicated to Service 
senslhle prices 
Your six community chapels







JUST FOUR ACTION PACKF.D DAYS
Duu't Itl yu.a childicu iuiss this outslimdiiig Vacaiioii liibie
School offered by the As.yembly of God Church during the Easter 
holidays, Each morning, .Monday through Thursday from 9;.30 A.M. 
to 11:45 a f.,(.‘.ciniilliig, iiiformrttlvi! program will bo taught. 
Invludixl 0(11 hi* pa|i|H"ts, nuigic, cfidlti, music, sjx'iriH and a 
lesson. A bus will be avallalrie to pick up your children each mor­
ning. Any child Imlween the ages of ;i and 15 is most welcome, IMan 












The largest Independent, 
family owned and eontrollpd 
chain in Canada, S.ands since 
1912, You are welcome to 
come m lo any of our chapels 





Rest Haven Drive, Sidney 
SERVICES
9,3()a,m, Saturday Study 
11.09 a,m, Worship
7.3np,m. Wedne.sday Prnyor 
ALL ARE WELCOME 




















9:45n,m. Sunday Bible School 




9839 5ih Street 
Sunday "
9.30 a m. The I.xird'8 Supper 
n .99 a m, Family BIblo Hour 
and Sunday School 
7.90 p.m. Evening Service 
Wednesday
8 p.m. Prayer & Bible Study 
Je.sus said "1 am the Light of 
tlie World'
THE CHURCH OF 
.lESUS CHRIST OF 
LATTER DAY SAINTS 
SIDNEY DRANCn
Mi-fU at Uylhlari Hall WM « Ilk XtrH-t.
Sunday School I0;l5a,m, 












8: ,W)» m iWy C««mimlon
U;(e«.m, Mornlnflemyi'r
Family ,S«irvk'«
REV, CAN ON J. BOOERH
V;
ft :!"■;■';
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Federal Fiimds Fer 
Senior Craftsmen
€hat
A federal government grant of 
$15,000 has been awarded to the 
Art and Facts group headed by 
Ed Raper in Central Saanich for 
projects involving senior citizens.
liie grant was made available 
by the Health and Welfare 
department under the New 
Horizons program which is 
planned to encourage those of 65 
and over to take a more active 
part in community life.
Although the organizing group 
applied for the grant last fall, 
Raper had almost given up hope 
of a grant this year. The Central 
Saanich farmer is a member of 
the Saanich Artifacts Society 
which operates a unique 
“working museum’’ at 
Saanichton Fair each year.
Many pieces of pioneer 
equipment need extensive repair
and replacement of parts, much 
of which is done by retired 
craftsmen living on the Penin­
sula. Money from the grant will 
be used to buy tools, etc. for the 
projects and, at the same time, 
older people can pass on their 
skills to younger men.
Although the Saanich Artifacts 
Society which is a non-profit 
organization will be able to 
display the repaired farm 
tractors, engines and other an­
tique pieces, the real value of the 
grant is in the Satisfaction of such 
work gives to the senior citizens 
involved.
Raper explained that some of 
the most energetic workers had 
almost retired from active 
participation in life outside 
their home before they became 
involved with artifact repair.
A BAD NIGHT FOR TRUSTEE
Ti'ustee Gordon Ewan was in 
an argumentative mood Monday, 
objecting to the swearing’in 
ceremony for Dr. R.E. Tinney, 
objecting to the agenda setup and 
to the fact that no report on the 
water for Parkland was ready.
PARENT OWNED 
PRE-SCHOOL 
Happiness is - being active 
participants in a Cooperative 
Pre-School. And the children and 
parents of the Sidney Parent 
Owned Pre-School are proof of 
J this rewarding experience.
During March, the children 
enjoyed a visit to a farm and the 
beach, with a major excursion to 
Victoria for a Puppet Show, in 
addition to their regular ac­
tivities at the School. Also, 
proceeds from our Bake Sale and 
Raffle held during February 
went toward the purchase of an 
indoor climbing frame which is a 
real hit with the kids.
We have just held our Annual 
deneral Meeting to set very 
nominal fees for next year. 
Enrollment is underway, and any 
parents with 3 or 4 year olds, 
interested in sharing in the 
rewarding developmental ex­
periences of their childreni 
should contact our Enrollment 
Chairnian at 656-4968 to arrange 
to observe at our School at 
M^aview and 5th.
Later, the trustee objected to 
acceptance by the Board of a 
group of recommendations it had 
made earlier that evening in 
committee-of-the-whole. Ewan 
had registered negative votes on 
many of these recommendations 
and felt that according to 
Procedural Bylaw each one must 
be considered individually.
Chairman Rubymay Parrot 
over-ruled this stand however 
and was upheld by the rest of the 
Board.
“You are ramming your own 
decisions down the Board’s 
throat”, growled Ewan.
Wilderness Hike
Cordova Bay Elementary 
students will be taken to Strath - 
cona Park on June 11 and 12 with 
the blessing of most members of 
Saanich Peninsula School Board.
Keating Elementary students 
obtained permission for a similar- 
excursion at the last Board 
meeting and Trustee Jack Arm­
strong said the Cordova Bay 
school trip was all right with him 
“provided the first party all 
comes back ’’
Trustee Gordon Ewan was 
worried about the qualifications 
pf adults accompanying the 
youngsters into the wilderness 





Shrubs - Bedding Plants - Heather 
6447 WEST SAANICH RD. PHONE 652-2863
GERITV FLINT —Mr. Woodford, How come you sUII drive 
this llMl-i Hillman? Surely you tun afford a Cadillac, n real 
'gaseater?',
Martin Woodford — Well you know Gerry, lhl.s car Is an 
English Volvoi In disguise ns a llllliunn — and Irutlilully l 
don't need a Umousine Just tr. run down to the post office. 
Tlie reason I have been aide to keep this ear In ls( elnss 
shape, is hecause of the EXCELLENT PREVENTATIVE 
■ MAINTAINANOE KIJNT MUTOHK ALWAY.S ' 
PROVIDES. WITH TEXACO






By Mary Kierans 
No chess encounter has ever 
caught the imagination or 
aroused such widespread interest 
as the Spassky-Fischer match 
last summer for the cham­
pionship of the world.
Fischer vs. Spassky, Reykjavik 
1972 is a new book by Alexander 
which gives many reasons for 
this interest. There is Fischer’s 
striking personality, his chess 
genius as shown in his un 
precedented results in the world 
championship preliminaries, the 
challenge by an American to the 
post-war domination of the Soviet 
school_of chess, and the for­
midable Spassky, now at the peak 
of his reputation in chess.
Fischer v. Spassky is a book 
meant to appeal to a wide range 
of readers. It will interest the 
beginner in chess, the social 
player, and the expert.
TTie chapter describing the 
atmosphere in Reykjavik, 
Iceland will interest everyone. 
Here is the full story of the delay 
which made it appear for over a 
week that the match would never 
take place as Fischer made 
demand after demand. The book 
gives all the background of 
competitive chess, and many 
interesting facts about the 
history of the world cham 
pionships and it describes vividly 
the events leading up to the 
match.
Fischer v. Spassky contains 
biographical and background 
information on these 2 giants of 
chess, including: how they 
started out in the game, youthful 
triumphs, and the development of 
their styles and strengths. It 
covers their important games, 
and the previous encounters 
betweeen these two.
The second part of the book is 
“The Match.” All 21 games of 
this epic battle are given, fully 
annotated: Thus, despite the 
complicated play, the average 
player can;follow it clearly. Hie 
book is enhanced by a fine 
collection of photographs and 
drawings. Even if you have never 
read a chess book before, you will 
enjoy Fischer v. Spassky. Ask for 
it at the Sidney-North Sanich 
Branch of the Regional Library
Bamee
At Festival
Sidney dancers were included 
in the honor performance last 
Wednesday of the Greater Vic­
toria Music Festival with a group 
demi-character number called 
“Raggedy Anns.”
Rae Burns' School of dancing 
pupils entered the Festival for 
the second year and placed well 
in ballet, tap and contemporary 
competition which were ad­
judicated by Dolores Kirkwood of 
Vaticouver,
The honor performance of the 
dance section was called at the 
last mimite, necessitating quick 
organization by Mr.s, Pal Day, 
molher of two of the sludenls.
“Raggedy Anns” included 
Janet Day, Lisa Rosko, Sheila 
Evans, Susan Carter, Maril 
Christensen. Marlene lloliertson, 
Debbie Erickson and Vicki Hay 
(the Inltcr replaced Liz Cowley), 
Meinbors of Hie While Ballet 
I wore Sheila Marshall, Liz. 
j Cowley, Debbie Erickson, 
lloaltier Day, Laurel Douma and 
Bonnie MePhie, A contemporary 
number wn.s danced by Laurel 
Domna, Heather Day, Liz 
Cowley, Debbie Erickson, 
Virginia Loco, Janice Penko and 
Bonnie MePhie who replaced 
Sheila Marshall.
SR. CITIZENS CENTRE ASSISTANCE REtCEST
GETS MISER REACTION
Should Charge $10 A Year - Robinson
A very direct “no” and a 
“maybe” were the replies 
received by Sidney Council from 
the other tw'o peninsula 
municipalities; to a request for 
assistance in operating the Senior 
Citizen’s Centre in the town.
Sidney had written to both 
North and Central Saanich last 
month, outlining the of their 
residents using the centre, and 
asking for financial assistance in 
proportion.
The reply from Central Saanich 
said that the matter had been 
referred to their budget com­
mittee, and an answer would be 
forthcoming when the Central 
Saanich budget has been 
established.
North Saanich, on the other 
hand, adopted a motion in­
troduced last week by alderman 
Nell Horth, tothe effect that as 
North Saanich residents had not 
participated in the referendum 
that originally established the 
centre, aid would not be forth­
coming from that municipality.
Both letters were received and 
filed by Sidney Council, with no 
debate on the motion other than 
quiet mutterings.
After the letters had been 
disposed of, Alderman Fred 
Robinson introduced a motion" 
that would have levied a charge 
of $10 per person per year on 
North Saanich senior citizens 
wishing to use the centre.
Robinson introduced his motion 
with a preamble describiag;- 
“certain North Saanich aider- 
men” as having “insensible, 
parochial and parasitical views.”
With the comment that he 
“agreed in principle” with 
Robinson, but felt he was “get­
ting the wrong people”. Aider- 
man Chris Andersen offered the 
only other support for the motion.
After comments from Mayor 
Stan Dear that the move might do 
more harm than good; that he 
understood a group of North
:,NEW>FLOATSr
A $44,300 contract Has -been 
awarded Pacific Piledriving Co. 
Ltd. of Victoria for float renewal 
at Sidney, Public Works Minister 
J.E. Dube announced last week.
The successful firm submitted 
the lower of two tenders received. 
The higher bid was $47,896.
Float renewal will consist of 
the repair and maintenance of 
eight log floats, measuring TO by 
60 feet, in the Sidney harbour. 
These floats provide public 
docking facilities for pleasure 
craft. I'he project is scheduled 
for completion by late May 1973.
.NOTE!
STUDDED TIRES 





Saanich users of the centre were 
prepared to exert their “in­
fluence” on North Saanich 
Council; and that the move would 
likely require renegotiation of the 
1 lease with the Silver Threads 
Service - Robinson withdrew his 
motion.
Not, however, before saying 
that he as fed up with the rural 
council.
“Every time we try to get
something reasonable (from 
North Saanich) we get slapped in 
the face,” he claimed, describing 
his motion as an attempt to “ram 
it down their throats.”
Concluding his comments, 
Robinson said that not all North 
Saanich aldermen agreed with 
the lack of support, however: 
“There are some who are 
reasonable; some who are very 
unreasonable.”
CHANGE OF OFFICE LOCATION
WILLIAM A. WOODS, BARRISTER AND 
SOLICITOR HAS CHANGED HIS OFFICE 
FROM THE THIRD FLOOR IN THE 
PROFESSIONAL BUILDING TO THE 
GROUND FLOOR AT 9771 - 4th. STREET, 
SIDNEY.
FIRE -







Peaches 14 oz. tin ^IX OR ^ATCH
Sliced or Halves
Crushed Sliced or Tidbits
THE ROYAL MURSERY
4660 ELK LAKE DRIVE
For Spring and Summer Beauty




CLEMATIS; WISTERIA; CLIMBING HYDRANGEA.
Early vegetables and annuals
Ardmonci Brond
Apricot Halves 
Bartlett Pears » “™
28 fl. oz. tins
Flowering Trees and Shrubs
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK ■ ' EASS ACCESS
9AM-9PM " GOODPARKING
SlicB for Sandwich^ 
or Cold Plates 





. •" • ' ' • e. ' :'
HAVE LUNCH, AFTERNOON TEA OR EARLY SUPPER 
A LA CARTE OR COMPLETE DINNER 
OPEN TILL 10:00 P.M. WEDNESDAY THROUGH SUNDAY 
CLOSED MONDAY AND TUESDAY
PLEASE RESERVE, LIMITED SITTINGS.
Full Convention, Banquet 




14 fl. oz tin....:
OPEN
YEAR ■6
ROUND ^llino Chalet Rd,
.fa
iXj




19" COLOR T.V. 20" COLOR T.V. 26" COLOR T V.
j TABLE MODEL TABLE MODEL CONSOLE MODEL
1 STAR $-30000
1 VALUE 9 "i., '445'” STAR $C1 -^Ob VALUE |
Q.T.F. Brand Sliced.
Serve with All .Types of 
Sandwiches 14 fl. oz. tin




Canada No. 1 
Grade 12 oz. net 
weight basket ......'!
yrmli VTtmt to send this Easter
TABLE CENTERS & NAPKINS
LOOK OVER
OUR SELECTION OF GIFT IDEAS
CORNISH BOOK AND STATIONERY ^
2410 BEACON 656-2931
Famlll<?s appreciate the 
helpful manner in which 
we serve.
Tho Name Is Assurance
li:
Pork Butt
Bone-In Fresh ' 
Gov't Inspected 
Whole or Half. . . . . lb.
Prices Effective April 12 to April 14
In Ywir l'Vli>ndly Sidney Safeway Stopis 
We Reiierve the ItiRht ta Limit QuanlUie«
<0' !?
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HOVEY ROAD RESIDENT TO 
SPEND WEEKENDS IN
mainland jail...
A lady who took to her 
automobUe in front of the Sidney 
RCMP office at 1:55 a.m. on April 
ist and then drove through a stop 
sign en route to the Patricia Bay 
liighway, will spend a number of 
weekends in jail on the mainland 
for being impaired while 
operating the car. Doreen Fisher, 
1847 Hovey Road, told the court 
that she was a single parent with 
a 12 year old and a 17 year old.
“Have you made 
arrangements to go to jail?” 
asked the judge.
>‘No I haven’t.”
. ‘‘You are sentenced to fourteen 
days imprisonment,” said Ashby. 
‘f^isisyour second offence. You 
s|fee also placed on probation for a 
Iriod of seven weeks and 
shibited from driving for six 
i^nths.”
|“Would it be possible,” asked 
tfe lady, “Would it be possible to 
make up the time on weekends. I 
OTuld go to jail on weekends and 
look after the children dui'ing the 
week.”
“That would mean you would 
have go to the mainland every 
weekend,” said Judge Ashby. 
“You go in at eight o’clock on a 
Saturday morning and are 
released at eight o’clock on 
Sunday night.”
The plan was agreed to and the 
lady sat down, her case con­
cluded.
give the adjournment but it will 
be the ONLY one that this coiurt 
will consider. I’m not too happy 
about this. It’s a crime that you 
people committed.”
The couple, who have five 
children at home, were 
remanded until July 9th for a 
further review of the matter. The 
time was 10:21 a.m.
■ i V/
;.T,5
^ ... . .. ..
SIDNEY BURGLAR GIVEN 
ONE YEAR PROBATION 
Kerry Ross Hamilton, who 
appeared in Sidney Provincial 
court on Monday morning for 
sentencing, was placed on 
[H-obation for twelve months. He 
was also ordered to make 
restitution in the amount of $21.30 
vmich was his share in an amount 
stolen from Wash Rite laun­
dromat on Third Street.
“You will reside at home,” said 
the Judge.“You will keep such 
hours as are directed by your 
parents.” He then addressed a 
few words to the 17 year old 
youth’s mother: “If you have any 
problems; with him; Mrs; 
«Hamilton, please let us know.!’
“Keep busy;” he said to Kerry,
■ “Keep ; busy and keep out of 
mischief ;:V okay, thanks very 
;much.”,f';''
, i- . ; :> , ■
Vi,. ';-v.: » . ■■■... -^'^'FATHER OFFIVE / ■
CHILDREN CONVICTED 
A mainland team foimd guilty 
of failing to comply with a 
probation order were given a 
second chance to make amends 
on Monday morning. Ronald 
Victor and Norma Doris Hurst, 
I039-4th Avenue, New West­
minster, were obliged by a 
previous court order to make 
restitution in the amount of $4,900 
to Saanich Builders Ltd; since 
they failed to do this they were 
summoned into court and found 
guilty as charged.
A pre-sentence report 
BUggcBtcd that the couple be 
given three months remand of 
sentence. Counsel for the defence 
concurred:"It seems a rather 
anomalous course of action to 
commit him to prison. It's an 
awful lot of money to pay back. I 
concur with three months 
remand of sentence.”
Judge Ashby spoke to the 
convicted pair : “This is a lot of 
money to the poor victim,” he 
said. “I think they tend to forget 
UmiKior victim in cases of crime, 
Tliey had u lot of time to pay And 
not one single cent or dollar^^wns 
paid back,”
"I'm prepared to go ahead and
FISHERMAN CHANGES
NAME IN MIDSTREAM 
The spring sun was so intense 
flooding through the six ceiling- 
high windows of the court 
chamber on Monday morning, 
that light reflected from the 
metal tape recording spool onto 
the back of one court official’s 
imitation black leather swivel 
chair. It had the motion of a 
lighthouse beacon upon the chair.
At 10:26 an attractively dressed 
woman and man entered the 
court room. As they sat down 
together, the girl smiled faintly. 
She was wearing a purple 
sweater.
“Are you Lucas?” asked 
Crown Counsel of the man.
“Yes.”
Crown counsel then proceeded 
to inform the gentleman, one 
Wayne Randall Lucas, 1740 
Lands End Road, that he was 
charged with providing false 
information to a conservation 
officer whilst angling in China 
Creek on January 7th. When 
questioned by a game warden he 
told him his name was Justin C. 
Sims, a resident of Superior 
Street in Victoria.
“How do you plead? ” asked the 
judge.
“I would have to plead guilty.” 
“You don’t HAVE to plead 
guilty.”
“Guilty,’’ said the North 
Saancih man.
“Why did you furnish false 
inf or m ation,” asked the Judge, 
on learning that Mr. Lucas had 
told the conservation officer he 
did not have a fishing licence.
“At the time I think it was pure 
panic,’’ replied the angler, 
‘‘There was no thought to it.” He 
spoke holding his left elbow, as 
though it were bothering him.
“It was a very foolish thing to 
do; Ybu;;"ere misleading the 
bfhcials:; It’s very serious:..”;
“It was extremely foolish.” 
“What do you do for a living?” * 
“I work for the municipality of} 
Saanich. It was extremely foolish 
your honor.”
“Well, just sit down now,” said 
the judge, ruffling through his 
papers. The man sat down on a 
metal chair in the front row of the 
spectator area. Crown counsel 
was also ruffling through papers, 
“I can’t find the list your honor,” 
he said, referring to the listed 
penalty for such an of­
fense. “I’ll take a look on the 
bulletin board.’’ He slipped 
through a side door into the police 
office. The court reporter stood 
up. “I’m sorry about this, your 
honor.” Suddenly, the judge too 
stood up and vanished in the 
wake of crown counsel leaving a 
sudden vacuum of officialdom in 
the chamber. Two probation 
officers began whispering to one 
another. Neither the Chinn Creek 
fisherman nor his lady com­
panion made any move to 
communicate.
The judge re-entered the 
chamber. “There's a list 
somewhere," he said.
“Are you married?” asked 
Ashby of Lucas,
“No sir."
“Well I can’t treat this too 
lightly young fellow. It’s putting 
Uie authorities lo a lot of trouble 
.,,1 am fining you $75."
By ROBERT L. FAAS
Court Reporter for the Sidney Reviev/
Mr. Lucas paid the fine before 
leaving.
HEROIN FOUND IN
McDonald park campsite 
The afternoon sitting of Sidney 
Provincial court on Monday 
involved two serious cases. The 
first dealt with a charge against a 
young town resident for 
possession of heroin; the second, 
which took less time to conclude, 
concerned a man who admitted to 
having sexual intercourse with a 
girl under age fourteen.
On the first matter, that of 
heroin possession, Michael 
Stephen White, 9555 Canora 
Road, was observed parked in a 
1956 Ford in McDon^d Park on 
October 13th, 1972 by Constable 
Ron Jones. There were two men 
in the Ford.
“As we approached the vehicle 
both men looked up at us,” said 
Constable Jones. “Mr. White sort 
of slumped down. He moved 
forward away from the steering 
wheel... I directed Mr. White to 
step out of the vehicle; both men 
were then asked to stand at the 
rear of their vehicle. They sat on 
a log there. The vehicle was then 
searched by Constable Gerich 
and then partially by myself.”
A numter of spoons were 
discovered by the police officers, 
as well as a hypodermic syringe 
in a pocket of a brown coat on the 
back seat I of the car; a small 
piece of "n foil, crumpled up, 
plus a snaall bottle containing a 
clear liquid were also found.
Under cross examination by 
defense lawyer Dermod D. Owen- 
Flood, Constable Jones, was 
asked who had checked the arms 
of the other passenger. “Con­
stable Brown.” Jones wiped his 
brow then stood with his hands 
behind his back, brass buttons 
glinting. During his cross 
examination the defence lawyer 
paced about one side of the 
courtroom, both hands in his 
pockets. “The tinfoil didn’t show 
up in the first search,” ^id ; 
Owen-Flood, “When it did show 
up it wais well hidden, was it ; 
not?”;,...:;"/,';;- 
“I can’t say.'”/" ,
“Did yoii check the registration 
of the car?;’
“No, not personally.” v / 
Constable Joseph Gerich then 
took the witness stand, ex­
plaining in his own words what 
had taken place. “We frisked 
them really lightly. Then told the 
two men to go to the back of the 
car and we checked the interior.
It was a little difficult. I used a 
flashlight.”
“Tlietin foil was on the floor. It 
was all crumpled up, wasn’t it?”
“Yes,” answered the con­
stable.
“Thank you. That will be all.”
Tlien followed a ten minute 
intermission, during which the 
official court reporter worked on 
a cross word puzzle.
Constable M.A. Clarabut took 
the stand and told the court how 
he personally had dealt with the 
accused back at tlie police 
station. “I proceeded to do a skin 
search. I found a syringe in the 
front portion of his underwear, ” 
However, when analyzed, the 
syringe did not contain any 
narcotic substance; only the tin 
foil contained traces of heroin.
Following a hearing of all 
aspects of the case, defense 
lawyer Owen-Flood rose to his 
feet. Ho (lid not agree with 
prosecutor Mike Hutchinson that
the accused knew what was in the 
tin foil. “Just a few particles of 
white substance were found in the 
foil. How can you impute that a 
crumpled up little piece of tin foil, 
as even the officer admitted, was 
truly in his possession. In order to 
have possession you must have 
control. This is not proven.”
“Well,” said the Judge, when 
the sun-tanned solicitor took his 
seat,” I have listened to the 
evidence. You have to take note 
that only White made a move 
forward and towards the center 
of the vehicle when the officers 
approached. What was he doing? 
\^en a search was made of the 
car all the paraphenalia related 
to a crime of this kind were 
discovered. The analyst found 
enough in that piece of tin foil to 
establish that it contained heroin. 
A hypodermic needle was in Mr. 
White’s underwear; if he carried 
it around for legitimate purposes 
he wouldn’t keep it in his un­
derwear.”
The case was remanded to 
April 30th, at 10 a.m. for a pre­
sentence report.
pending his trial on Monday 
afternoon, was escorted out of a 
police cell into Sidney court and 
sat down next to his lawyer. 
Throughout the brief hearing he 
spoke but a few words. There 
were four spectators in court, 
including a young child eating a 
piece of candy.
Mr. Nugent pleaded guilty to 
having sexual relations with a 
girl under fourteen, between Nov.
1 and January 20th, 1973.
An RCMP constable testified 
that as a result of a complaint 
lodged by the parents of the girl 
the matter had been taken under 
consideration by the local 
detachment. “Mr. Nugent had 
intercourse with the victim. He 
was not a stranger to the victim 
and our investigation has 
established that there was. full co­
operation.”
Mr. Nugent, who lives at 6355 
Kingsway in Burnaby, was set 
free on his own recognizance 
pending a pre-sentence report to 
be prepared for April 30th.
Pat Bay Highway near Beacon 
intersection at 3.20 p.m. on April 
6. Cars driven by Dawn King, 476 
Quayle, Victoria and Ed Dawes, 
Prince Rupert, collided and 
received $650 worth of damage. 
There were no injuries and 
charges are still pending.
OVERSIZED EGGS AND OTHER OFF GRADES FOR SALE.
OAKS POULTRY FARM 656-248S
880Downey Rd., Sidney, B.C.
Chicken manure free of charge. Bring home truck load for 
your pasture and garden. Loading machinb available by 
phoning for appointment. 656-2485.
BURNABY MAN CONVICTED 
OF HAVING RELATIONS 
WITH JUVENILE GIRL 
Leonard Barry Nugent, who 
had been unable to raise bail
ACCIDENTS 
An attempted turn at the 
junction of TTiird St. and Sidney 
Avenue cost Shirley Cooke, Fifth 
St., $400 in car damage on April 4. 
There were no injuries, however 
and no charges have been laid.
A collision between two south­
bound vehicles took place on the
An accident at the junction of 
Pat Bay higtway and McTavish 
put traffic lights out of com­
mission for at least 24 hours this 
week.
Cars driven by John McMillan, 
1811 McKenzie and David Lee, 
1445 Fort were both heading 
south at 7.30 p.m. April 6 and 
McMillan’s car ran into the rear 
of Lee’s vehicle, bouncing off into 
a light standard and interfering 
with the control circuit. There 
were no injuries and charges will 





1403 BROAD ST. VICTORIA, B.C. 
PHONE 383-9721 
No appointment necessary
Michael Wallace, 9519 
Maryland fell asleep at the wheel 
of his car at 9a.m. on April 7 and 
went into the ditch at Bourne Rd. 
The car suffered $300 damage 
and Wallace has been charged 








A collision in Safeway Parking 
lot on April 9 caused $250 damage 
to cars driven by Eva Hammond, 
2325 Brethour and Jessie 
Michaud, Central Saanich. No 
charges have been laid.
TAKE NOTICE that a Court of Revision will be held on 
the TWENTY- FOURTH DAY OF APRIL, 1973, at 4:00 p.m. 
in the Council Chambers, Town Hall, 2440 Sidney Avenue, 
Sidney, British Columbia, under the authority of Section 419 







$24"» PER MONTH FOR 24 MONTHS, INTEREST 12.91% 




THURS., April 12 
9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
FRIDAY, April 13 
9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
SAT., April 14
a.m. to 5.30 p.m
A huge sale ... terrific voUic opportunity, 8 
greni floors of burgnins ... furniture suites, 
occnsionul furniture, broadloom, draperies, 
appliances, TV, lamps and accessories.
iveup to 40%
CALI TODAY LIMITED SUPPLY
-j WHITE’S TELEVISION LTD.
■:"1. ■ i;'.' ■■■'».• YOUR HOME ENTERTAINMENT CENTER
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THE COURT OF REVISION shall hear complaints and 
may review and correct the Frontage Tax Supplemental 
Assessment Roll as to:
(a) the names of the owners of parcels of land;
(b) the actual foot-frontage of the parcels;
(c) the taxable foot-frontage of the parcels.
The Frontage Tax Supplemental Assessment Roll shall 
be open toinspectionat the above location between the hours 
of 9:00 A.M., and 4:30 P.M., Monday to Friday from the date 
{>f this notice until the sitting of the Court.
No complaints shall be heard by the Court of Revision 
unless each complaint has ben given in writing and delivered 
to the office of the Town Assessor, at least forty-eight’(48) 
hours prior to the sitting of the Court as shown above.
Dated at Sidney, B.C., this 3rd day of April, 1973.
J. R.-CHAPMAN 
ASSESSOR
Note : THE ABOVE ONLY APPLIES TO THOSE PERSONS 
WHOSE FRONTAGE CHANGED DURING 1972 OR WHO 
RECEIVED NOTICE OF LOCAL IMPROVEMENT 
CHARGES FOR'.1973.'-:..
(r CD BE«UTIIFULa
BRITISHcro' coLumem....CD ^ .
That’s right. We’U ffive you $26 toward your 
licen(» plates when you take out aTennplan 
Personal Loan on a car at the Royal Bank. Aa 
long os you take out a loan for $1,000 or moi'e of 
new money and we approve your application by 
Juno 29th, you qualify for the $26.
You also qualify if you talto out aTorrnplon Loan 
for at least $1,000, for any other reason;
Like n vacation, a boat or a trav(il trailer. If your 
application is approved by Juno 29th, we'll give 
you $26. In cosh. There are no strings, no catches 
and no change in interest rates. We know that 
there are many people in the market for money 
this spring, and wo wont to increase our share of 
the business. So you don’t have to lie a Royal Bank 
customer to take advantage of this ofier.
See your Royal Bank Manager. He’ll oven 
an'ango for a chequing ac(X)unt to take enre of 
the loan reiiaymoiito. And ask him, about our 
Money Matters Ixxik, It’s full of hints on 
budgeting and financing for a family. It ’s yours 
free when you come to the Royal Bank.
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WHARF LEASE ON WAY TO APPROVAL
Groceries — Fruit — Vegetables 
"opirTFRiDA^N^Gmil^^ nine
A TRANSIENT BOATHOUSE, presently in the Trunnp has finished with it. The plastic covered 
possession of Peter Thornton-Trump, has structure is now located next to Mr. 'rhornton- 
already seen two men’s dreams of building their 'Frump’s residence on Clark Brothers Road, 
own craft through to completion - and will where an Atkins designed schooner is slowly 
continue to at least two more after Thornton- taking shape. (Photo by Dane)
ART EXHIBIT CONTIMUES ’TIL SUNDAY
by Doreen Hunter 
Local artists, Elizabeth Ker- 
foot (nee Gardner) and Edith 
Jones opened an exhibition of 
serigraphs, drawings, paintings 
and fabrics last Sunday at St. 
John’s hall. West Saanich Road.
Edith Jones has won awards at 
Victoria and Island jury shows, 
and is represented in the per­
manent collections of the
University of Victoria and the 
Victoria Art Gallery. She has 
worked entirely with silk-screens 
since 1963, and is showing many 
examples of her creativity and 
skill in this fine art.
In her work, she says, she 
attempts to share with others her 
love of nature and its many 
moods, and to show the in­
terrelation of forms in nature.
PLAY WRIHEN BY CLUB MEMBER
by Vivian Wallace
j With a successful and, from all 
accounts, thoroughly enjoyable 
; melodrama, “Dirty Work at the 
; Crossroads’’ now just another 
addition to their scrapbooks, the 
Peninsula Players are already 
■ into rehearsals for their entry in 
the Vancouver Island Drama 
i Festival. At the present time nine 
i plays are entered in this Festival
CNOTEi-^
STUDDED TIRES 














that is being hosted by the 
Country Church Players, and will 
be presented the week of April 30 
to May 5, at the Clhurch Hall, 
Glencairn Lane in Colwood.
Peninsula Players entry is an 
original one-act play entitled 
“Siroud” written by one of the 
newer members of the club,' 
Danielle Butler. This is - a 
mystery with ari unusual twist. 
Not only will it haye the audience 
guessing its outcome^ but_ the 
actors themselves will not have 
bfeen told the solution, until the 
‘detective’ is handed his final 
lines jiist moments before the 
curtain falls on the actual per­
formance.
With 13 members in the cast, 
the author and director, Mrs. 
Butler, is very busy developing 
the character of her ;characters 
as she saw them when they came 
to life on her typewriter. It should 
prove interesting, both for the 





A meeting of Sanschu members 
recently approved the following 
By-law changes;
1, Under nominations, add ... 
“Nominations may be accepted 
fromthe floor so long as they arc 
members in good standing and 
are nominated and seconded l)y 
members in good standing.’’
2. Under election of Direclor.s, 
change ... “In no case shall a 
director serve for more than two 
(2) consecutive years’’ to ..."two 
(2) consecutive terms.'T
A motion to instllule a young 
people’s section was defeated,
Elizabeth Kerfoot, daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Gardner of 
Heather Rd., in Deep Cove, is 
exhibiting a wide spectrum of her 
many interests in the world of 
art. 'These include life drawings, 
oils, block-print batik, woven 
wall-hangings, many using 
natural plant dyes, handbags, 
and samples of her fine em­
broidery.
Attractive to many visitors 
were the block-print fabrics 
featuring “Art Nouveau Pop­
pies” in a lovely rose-on-brown 
combination, and one called 
“Wild Chicory”, others a lively 
blue-on-brown combination, 
among
'The show is open daily 11 a.m. 
until 4 p.m. through to Sunday, 
April' 15th.
With alderman Jack Hamilton 
consistently voting in the 
negative, Sidney Council carried 
to third reading Monday evening, 
a by-law to allow a takeover of 
the Government wharf in 
Tsehum Harbour.
Much discussed bv council 
members over the past few 
weeks, the take-over was en­
couraged by local fishermen — 
some of whom have been upset by 
the way in which the wharf has 
been operated by the Federal 
Government.
ITie Sidney move comes at a 
time when the City of Victoria are 
getting out of the operation of a 
similar facility there — because 
of the problems they have ex­
perienced.
“1 don’t feel the town has 
sufficient safeguards,” claimed 




B.C. Civil Liberties Association 
has asked Saanich Peninsula 
School Board for permission to 
address school students.
'Ti-ustee JackArmstrong was 
dubious. “We should be ex­
tremely careful, I have not been 
impressed by some of their 
material.”
'The matter was tabled
Hamilton Opposed
'ASKING FOR TROUBLE’
of trouble and expense."
Disagreeing with the aider- 
man, Mayor Stan Dear said 
council “owe it to the town and 
the fishermen to try” operating 
the docking facilities, and 
alderman Pat Merrett pointed 
out-it the lease proposed by the 
Federal Government could be 
terminated on thirty days notice.
Two sources of conflict have 
been prevalent at the wharf for 
some time; with arguments as to
whether the wharf exists for 
pleasure craft as well as com­
mercial fishing boats,.and refusal 
on the part of some fishermen to 
pay wharfage.
Late last year the Federal 
(aovernment filed actions against 
a number of local fishing boat 
owners in small debts court, in an 
attempt to recover past due 
wharfage.
Prior to Qiristmas, a sailboat 
owmed by local photographer 
Dane Campbell was ordered 
away from the wharf by Federal 
officials on grounds that it was 
not registered as a commercial 
fishing vessel.
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Come in and Visit our New
COVERED GARDEN DISPLAY
Shrubs - Bulbs ■■ Seeds 
Garden Supplies
GRADE A FRYERS





8 lb. Roast Beef 
6 lb. Beef Steaks 
5 lb. Ground Beef 
5 lb. Pork Chops 
5 lb. Frying Chick 
3 lb. Stew Beef 
3 lb. Pork Sans.
5 lb. Spare Ribs 
10 lb. Turkey
^9'50
BRENTWOOD FLORIST & GARDEN SHOP
OUR BUSINESS IS 
S-E-R-V-l-C-E
24 Hours A Day
656-2242 656-2211 
Sidney Taxi Co. Ltd.
7111 WEST SAANICH RD. PHONE 652-2131
ISLAND VIEW FREEZER LTD.
7005 E. Saanich Rd. 652-2411
mi It lakes a
plifiiie call
N '4 ................. .<
-A J rl’ * • 3f 'a'.
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 63 (SAANICH)
FERTIUZGR
MACWAPISH COMTAlNlS AUl,TT2AOE ^ 
EUEMBNTS/ 2INC, iraSWi COPPm BT6.
IWWBAIVIISR.
® SAFE r K.IO CWEMlGAiS OR “imc.
HACK.
J 2503 DOUGLAS ST. 382-9107
KINDERGARTEN
NGTKUrnOSE CHILDMEN CURRENTl.Y ENROLLED IN 
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO, (13 (SAANICID KINDERGARTENS 
NEED NOT UE.REGESTER FOR GRADE ONE.
UEGIS'TUATION FOR SEPT'EMHEH l«73 Ft)R KIN- 
I)ERG.VRTEN AND GRADE ONE PUPILS WILL BE HELD 
ON WEDNESDAY. APRIL IBih. 1973 FROM 9:00 A.M, TO 
' 12;0(1 NOON AND FROM 1:00 P.M, TO 3:00 P,M. IN ALL 
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO, 63 (SAANICH) SCHOOLS. 
CHILDREN WH.L BE REGISTERED IN THEIR HOME 
ATTENDANCIC AREA AT THE FOLLOWING EI.EMEN- 
TARV SCHOOI.S:
BEAVER LAKE, BRl'INTW'OOD. CtlRDOVA BAY, DEEP COVE, 
l.)LiUHANt;E. ELK l-iAKI;;, KEATING,LOCHSIDE, 
MCTAVISH ROAD, 1‘UOSPECTl.AKK. ROYALOAK, 
.saanichton, SANSBURY. SIDNEY
CHILDREN BORN IN 1907 WILL BE EldGIBI.E FOR 
REGI.STIIATION IN GRADE ONE AND THOSE BORN IN 
U)oa \VH.L BE ELIGIBLE FOR REGISTRATION IN'KIN 
DERGARTEN. PARENTS ARE TO PRESENT THE 
CHILD’S BIRTH CKRTlFirATE AT THE TIME OF 
; REGISTRATION,,.'
AT THE IRtESENT TIME. TRANSPORTATION OF KIN- 
OEHGAHTEN CHILDREN IS THE HESPONSniH-lTV OF 
„ I»AHEN'TS. ■
Sirnpsons-Sears has something you should 
look into ... to help you get into SumrYier 73.
It’s the new Summer Va/aes 73 catalogue. Gel 
yourself into the sun .,. into the tun! Find the 
things you need to get you there... in your 
Simpsons-Sears catalogues. Exciting ideas 
for home and holiday.. . sand and surf. So 
many beautiful buys for this summer at 
SimpsonS"Sears. •
Telephone shopping is loday:s wOy to shop .,, 
and it's so easy and convenient at 
Simpsons-Sears.
■iiiwwiMfiniiiiriiiiTririiTrrifiYr^ • iMiiitiaidiiiiniwwiiiWiwiiiWiiiMi
,SllTipfiOr)*i*.SeflrH, ,4'i;*i',;',ijrlhoufn<' Slii'Cl. Lnl.'i i»i L'tW Piiikillg .\i» ’Jic’ktT*. No 'I'tJJlC Limit,
... ....... .............................................. .
T, J
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Bowling In Review
By BILL McAULEY




Mon. Credit Union 7 - 9 p.m.
Ida Bowman 218
Jean Hooke 535
Bud Nunn 316 760
'Tue. Commercial 7 - 9 p.m.
Lorraine Salkus 298 763
Don Nurbury 365 768
Tue. Commercial 9 - 11 p.m.
^aron Tinis 323
Myrna Green 752
Geo. Coldwell 304 806
Paul Turcotte 806
Wed. Canadian Legion 7 - 9 p.m.
Barb Peskeleits , 270 794
Geoff. Worrell 384 940
Hiur. Commercial 7 - 9 p.m.
Ian Gardner 333 792
Chris Harrison 260
A 23 YEAR OLD CLERK 
TYPIST BY THE NAME OF 
MISS JUDY DUNN HAS BEEN 
EMPLOYED BY THE TOWN OF 
SIDNEY FOR A SIX MONTH 
PROBATIONARY PERIOD.
MjTna Green 260 686





Fri. Friday Nighters 8 - 10 p.m. 
Gay Duncan 261 695
Bill McAuley 304 865
Wed. Senior Citizens a.m.
Vera Gabriel 204 586
Harry Mason 205 556
Wed. Sidney Elementary School 
Muggins McNeil 137 355
Daryl Coldwell 231 571
Sat. Youth Bowling Assoc.
Pee Wees




Karen Larson 185 511
Robbie Bell 236 589
Juniors
Sandra Coldwell 237 651
L. Pesonen 314 594
Seniors




unsold at the sale’sIn spite of a crowd of nearly 
four hundi-ed people, the Kin­
smen auction held at SANSCHA 
Hall on Monday evening cannot 
be described as a great success, 
according to Kinsmen Club 
members working at cleaning up 
the hall, on Tuesday morning.
Net profit from the event will 
be approximately $500, a poor 
return club members claimed, 
for all the effort put into the sale.
The Kinsmen were disap­
pointed mainly at the amount and 
quality of items donated for the 
annual sale, explaining that they 
would have lost money had it not 
been for a dealer who accounted 
for more than half the sales.
Local aucitioneer Brock 
MacElroy (who donated his 
time) was a success, however, 
although he was unable to en­
courage sufficient bidding of the 
most valuable item available for 
sale: model A. Ford hot-rod 
pictured in the Review last week
Customs Service Cootimiation
’Hiere will be no change in the 
substance of customs service 
onthe Saanich Peninsula; nor is 
there any suggestion of removing 
the service — as had been stated 
by Department staff members 
earlier this year.
This was the essence of a reply 
to Esquimalt-Saanich MP Donald 
Mimro, from Robert Stanbury, 
Minister of Revenue.
Stanbury had met with local 
businessmen and Chamber of 
Commerce officials in Sidney, 
listened totheir suggestions, then 
promised an examination of the 
changes that had been proposed 
by district staff.
Mr. Munro phoned the Review 
on Friday, stating that the 
Minister had said in the House of 
Commons that no changes would 
take place without discussion 
with the Sidney and North 
{Saanich Chamber of Commerce 
and the Tbcal Member of 
;v "Parliament;?,
During the early part of the 
year, major users of the customs 
service at the Anacortes ferry 
terminal and the Sidney In- 
ternaticmal Airport had,; been
informed that the service would 
be moved to Victoria.
Concerted effort on the part of 
businessmen, Mr. Munro - and 
particularly the Chamber of 
commerce, however, resulted in 




In Victoria, B.C., on March 
30th, 1973, Mr. Hugh Angus 
MacLeod, aged 89 years, born in 
Glasgow, Scotland, late 
residence, 9844 Lochside Drive, 
Sidney, B.C. He leaves his wife, 
Mary, at home, and his sons, 
John Angus MacLeod, Sidney, 
B.C. and Donald Hugh MacLeod, 
Auckland, New Zealand. Mr. 
MacLeod was a charter member 
of the Sidney Lodge No. 143, A.F., 
and A M., B.C.R.
Service under the auspices of 
Sidney Lodge No. 143 A.F. and 
A.M., B.CiR. was held in the 
Sands Funeral Chapel of Roses, 
Sidney; B.G. on Wednesday, April 
j4th, 1973i at 3:00 pi.m, Rev. R.H; 
Pratt officiating! Interrneht: in 
the Royal Oak Burial Park.
remained 
end.
Proceeds of the sale used for 
Sidney Kinsmnen Club projects 
which include the No. 676 
Squadron Air Cadets and im­
provements to Sidney’s Tulista 
Park.
Customs Hours At Bedwell
The Canada Customs Office at 
Bedwell Harbour, South Pender 
Island, will be open from 
Saturday, May 7, 1973 to Sunday, 
September 20, 1973.
The scheduled hours of 
business for the season will be: 
May 7 - May 20 : 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 
p.m.; May 21 - September 9: 8:00 
a.m. -10:00 p.m.; September lO- 
September 23: 9:00 a m. - 5:00 
p.m.
Service outside of scheduled 
hours at all Ports of entry is 
subject to a Special Service 














ALL MAKES of Traffic
Apptionces R Vcicuum Cteciriers.
Also ALL MAKES of Automotlc 
Woshers, Wringer Woshers, 




Washers ^ Dryers, Twin Tubs 
K Wringer Washers
GIBSON Refrigerators, 
Ranges, DIshwoshers ^ Freezers
OMETAX
Tired of locking horns 
every year with your tax 
return? Gallop over to 
your nearest BLOCK office 
and let us help straighten 
things out. We'll prepare, 
check, and guarantee your 
return. Try us. We won't 






Q H h R SLOClC 1971
We guarantee accurate preparation of every tax return. 
If we make any errors that cost you any penalty or in­
terest, we will pay only that penalty or interest.
EXPERIENCE IN BOTH
23 Yeors of Sales ^ Service to ALL Major Lines of Appliances. 
Has Served ©n numerous occasions as Relief Instryctor at the 
B.C. Vocotional School in Burnaby. Howard wilt be osslsted by 
his wife Marion R .Daughters in the operation ©f the business. 
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK. Pleose feel free t© drop in at any time 
t© discyss your appliance problems.
Cansda'slsfsest Tax Semce With Over 6000 
;SAANICI1X)FFICE 98 BURNSIDE RD. W. 
Phone 382-3321
WEE!a>AYS, 9 a.m: -9 p.m. " ^ Saturday 9 -









1970 TOYOTA MK II SEDAN, 4. SPEED.
1909 DODGE DART SEDAN 6 CYLINDER AUTOMATIC RADIO.
1907 TOYOTA CROWN SEDAN 4 SPEED, RADIO.
1907 PLYMOUTH SEDAN V8 AUTOMATTC, POWER STEERING. RADIO.
1900 PLYMOUTH SEDAN 0 CYLINDEU. AUTOMATIC RADIO.
1900 OLDSMOBILE. F85 SEDAN: ys AUTOMATIC. RADIO.
1900 DODGE SEDAN 0 CYLINDER. AUTOMATIC. RADIO.
1903 VALIANT SEDAN fl CYLINDER, AUTOMATIC.^ ^ ^
1963 FORD SEDAN V8 AUTOMATIC RADIO
IF wm mu WMKIM&
AmffjmrmRCAfi’- 
ISTHBr(M0T0SHOP 
M0TRC ‘'^ ‘ '
1070 ROADLINEE 18” TRAILER. 
STOVE, FRIDGE, HEATER, 
SHOWER.
1073 TOYOTA CORONA AUTOMATIC RADIO,
LOW MILEAGE.
1900 CUTLAS SUPREEM, FULL POWER,
VINYL ROOF.
1908 PONTIAC 2+2. V8 AUTOMATIC 
POWER STEERING & BRAKES 
RADIO BUCKET SEATS, 
CONSUL SHIFT.
^ 1900 DODGE 2 DOOR HARD TOP, V8 AUTOMATIC, RADIO.
mi-m BIOS MERCURY 2 DOOR HARD TOP V8, AUTOMATIC 
MET-Ro/ power STEERING & BRAKES, RADIO.
TRUCKS
1971 GMG TON PICK UP. 350 V8 AUTOMATIC. POWER BRAKES.
■':'1972 MAZDA.PICKTJP.^4 SPEED. ' : ;
:,1908'";dATSUN''PICK, IIP,'4',SPEED.'?'
;,,l!)«5';iNTERNATI()NAL4u TdN,"o,'3 SPEED,';'':',;"".?'':.";
1970 FIAT 124 SPORT 5 SPEED RADIO.
1970 VOLKSWAGEN NOTCH BACK AUTOMATIC. RADIO, ONE OWNER.
WAGONS
1071 METEOR. MARQUISE WAGON. FULLY POWERED EQT.




.1 ." ,1 .
1007 CAMARO 327,
4 .SPEED, RADIO.
1004 , PONTIAC STATION , WAGON^,
; V8 AUTOMATIC, POWER?.' .
: , STEERING,''RADIO,;
1963 COMET WAGON fl CYLINDER
AUTOMATIC, RADIO.
COMB BY Am see ou
STAFF AT MBTRO 
»Phil Ajierrefit
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Vlmy MIglit Am Eii|®yaM® Evening F®r Elderly Vets
Special to the Sidney Review 
IIY JOSHUA PERLMUTTER
Vimy Ridge night was once 
again a great success Monday 
evening at the local Army and 
Navy Qub on Fourth Street. In 
attendance were 20 veterans of 
the First World War, some of 
whom were members of the elite 
Old Contemptibles'.
EEIC FISHER was full of laughter when he alighted from the bus along with other First World War Vets celebrating Vimy 
Ridge night. (Mike Crossman photo)
Well known Sidney resident 
Scotty’ McIntyre, was specially 
honored by those present and 
many friends in the unit came up 
to shake his hand. A 12 man pipe 
band of the Canadian Scottish 
were present and played a 
rousing variety of tunes, in­
cluding ‘Amazing Grace’. Bert 
Drysdale also played the ‘Last 
Post’, a trumpet solo which 
brought tears to the eyes of some 
veterans.
BERT DRYSDALE played ‘The Last Post’.
(Review photo by Mike Crossman)
©MVIMV MI©MT
Former Victoria mayor, Hugh 
Stephens, was present; he is an 
official patron of the Old Con­
temptibles, and told a reporter 
that he had enjoyed the evening 
immensely. “Too often people 
forget what these men have done. 
Ihey went through so much.”
The Royal Canadian Legion, 
Branch No. 37 honoured the Old 
Vets on a special VIMY NIGHT 
held Monday, 9th April.
An evening of excellent and 
musical entertainment was 
enjoyed by a large and en­
thusiastic crowd of old and not- 
so-old veterans of both sexes. Bill 
Ratcliffe’s ever-popular Rube 
Band made a big hit with their 
stirring and humourous brand of 
music . A change of pace followed 
with some excellent renditions of 
old favourites sung by The Silver 
Threads Serenaders who were 
ably conducted by Jack Young in 
the absence of Bill Gibbons who 
we hope will be up and about 
again soon. Jack’s solo rendition 
of The Company Sergeant Major, 
, dedicated to Mac McWilliams, 
was very well done and enjoyed 
by all.
AMONG THE “OLD SOLDIERS” present and pictured above 
were: Honourary President, Maj. Gen. G.R. Pearkes VC shown 
with Frank Godfrey and Jack Pearson.
‘FECTIYAL OF THE AMTS’ IN^D!STRI€T
The Saanich Peninsula School 
District will be presenting its 
second district-wide “Festival of 
the* Arts” beginning Tuesday, 
April 10th.
; The keynpte of the festival is 
participation. It is strictly hori- 
cbmpetitive and the idea behind 
it is to involve as many students 
as possible. Over 1000 ^ stiidents 
will be participating in the choirs 
and bands alone, and many more 
will contribute to the various art 
displays. The students range in 
age from 6 to 18 and come from 
all grades and schools in the 
district.
GEORGE DICKASON, one of the few remaining pilots who flew 
in the First World War, had a sparkle to his eyes when the bag 
pipes first began to play. (Reviewpholo by Mike Crossman)
SCOTTY McIntyre had a smile for everyone. (Mike 
Q-ossman photo)
A NURSE in the First World 
War, Emily Griffiths, also 
attended Vimy Ridge Night. 
(Review photo by Mike 
Ci'ossman)
The Festival has been ex­
panded this year and has been 
divided into two sections. The 
first, which will be held April 10, 
11, and 12 at Brentwood 
Elementary School will feature 
Drama clubs and groups from
COLLINS MARKET
2;a5 amity DR.-CORNER PAT RAY HWY.
BEST QUALITY MEATS & GIIOCERIES
WATCH FOR OUR WINDOW SPECIALS
Hours 10a,m.-7p,m.
Closed Sundays & Holidays
COACH LINE TOURS
Saanichton Elem., Durrance 
Elem., Mt. Newton Jr. High, 
Beayer Lake-Prospect Lake 
Elem., Royal Oak Elem. and Jr. 
High, North Saanich Jr. High and’ 
Sansbury-McTavish Elem.
The same programme will 
include; small niusit: groups and 
clubs; from the various schools. 
Participating: will be Beaver 
Lake-Prospect Lake ; and 
Durrance Elementary Recorder 
clubs, Brentwood School Social 
Instrument Band and the 
Claremont Sr. Sec. Dixieland 
Band.
Art projects from all 
elementary schools will be 
displayed at Brentwood School on 
these three nights. Projects will 
include ceramics, papier niache, 
drawings, paintings, puppetry, 
mobiles, etc.
The second section of the 
Festival will beheld the following
week on April 16th and 17th at 
ClaremOnt Sr; Secondary School 
and will feature choirs, bands 
and Jr. and Sr. Secondary School 
art displays. Choirs and Bands 
iyill be participating individually ;? '
and will combine; to perform
mass ;;’ humbers !;;; under? ( the
direction of Mr? D? Kyle, Mr? T.? *
Ell wood, Mr. A. Scott and Mr. P. 
Stiggings.
Of special interest on these 
nights will be the Claremont 
Band and, the Saanich Youth 
Choir; both new additions to the , o 
districts music programme this 
year.
; Preparations for the Festival 
have “een underway since ; 
January and all children and 
teachers are looking forward to 
contributing to the programmes.;
Starting times for programmes 
will; be 7:30 and tickets are 
available at all Peninsula 
Schools.
SOFTBALL PLAYERS
Softball players are needed for a new team in the 
Sidney Ifeftball Ijoaguo. Uniforms will be sup­







□ “BLOSSOM TIME”, Osoyoos and Lcavonworth, May 4 — 3 days.
WICKANINNISn INN LoiiM Beach. May 25, 
May 30, June 0, September 13 & 24.
PORTLAND ROSE FESTIVAL? June 8, 4 
'dayii. y
CANADIAN ROCKIES, June 24 & July 20 — 
7:'dnys,
SALT LAKE CITY, GRAND CANYON,
Junc?0'~ 'dnyft.v:;:':'
EASTER WEEKEND, Long Bench, 
Washington, Seattle, April 21 - 3 Days.
JASPER * PR. GEORGE - June 17 -- «
.^dnys, ;" , .. .
CALGARY STAMPEDE, Waterlon l.aUe, 
July 0 — 0 days.
HISTORIC CARIBOO &. BENNETT 
DAMSITE, July 15 -- fi days.
EDM,ONTON^ “KLONDYKE" ' DAYS, 
Bennett Dam, July 10 — 9 days,
CALIFORNIA BY LAND & SEA, July 20 - 
31 *- 0 days.
NOR’l’lI SAANICH ROD & GUN CLUB 
RANGE - Mc'rAVISlI RD,, N. SAANICH
APRIL MEETING OF THE CHAMBER 
WILL BE HELD AT BRENTWOOD INN, 
TUESDAY, APRIL 17, 1073 
Guest for the evening: Mr. Terry Farmer, 
President of Greater Victoria Chamber of 
Commerce.
IIOSPITAUTY HALF HOUR fi:30 P.M. 
7.00 P.M.
DINNER 7:00 P.M. ($l..50 each)
MAHARISUI mahesh yogi
A natural lecliiiii|iu; wliicli ciiubics
each iiulividual to consciously expand his 
mind and unfold full mental potential.
A U'chnique with seientincfdly published 
benericial pliy.siologieal eflecls,
INTRODUCTORY I.ECTURE 
will Ix) given bv
PAUL HORN ■ ;
1270 Pandora Ave.
Time: 8 p.m. Wednes(lay, April ll th ; ■
NO ADMISSION CHARGE * v ; ALL ARE WELCOME
EASTER HAM SHOOT be very 'welcome.
APRIL 15 ■10.00 a,m,
OPEN TO AU COMERS
Events Hunting RlfleB only to he umed, Standing Deer,
mnuia
Uiumlng Dt'er. M*L Shotgun — Hiiiiid Gun — .22.
Coffee Rnr SIDNEY 656-3033
Bronlwoodl Community Club
TURKEY BINGO
Monday, April 1(1,7!3() P.M. 
Brentwood Comiuimitv Hall 
Wallace Drive 
1.5 (James $1,01)
Extra Cards 5 for $1.00 or 25c each
Mon. to Thurs. at 7;45 p.m.
Fri. and Sat. (2 shows) at 8:50 & 0 p.m.
Mon.. Tue«,. Wed, • Thur. ■ Fri. • ,S«t. 
April
Would You Please Send Me Tour Brochures On 




“Look at DOUBLE -DECKERr
IV» tho cifYMtviMt ridb «v«»‘. nllCHm for fun
with n clutch in tboLiock aoat.
ii»—iwni ny
..........................■'








Friday and Saturday, April 13th and 14th
B.C. Parlour Car Tours
710 DOUGLAS 386-44M
Milk Rmid, Sidney, R.r.
" Saturday, April M ^ 
Dancing!);30 p.m. -12:30 ii.m. 
Music by Ihe “Drganalres”
■■■ ADMISSION SOc'KACir ■ ■




G(t aliead and enjoy d spring savings sprtje ut Eaton's 
this Friday and .Saturday! . jnerchandlso from 
eveiy department .... end<»l-line clearances; regular 
slock clcarancos; nianul'acturer’a cloarnnccB i .., a 
savings event for Ihrifty shoppers who know Bonus ;
Dny«'hring eenie of the hepi hnyw of the tTonPonv flioek
for advertised and noiviidverlised specials.
Enter Ealnn’h Bonufi Day Draw 1 You .emdit', 
win a Food Voucher worth |25.00 on Eaton’s 
Food Floor.' '
■ ' V'" "
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The Review CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
REVIEW
CLASSIFIEDS
DEADLINE: Tuesday noon for 
insertion same week.
RATES: 25c for each four words or 
less. Minimum charge $1.00
CLASSIFIC.ATIONS
1. Real Estate For Sale
2. Real Estate Wanted To Buy
3. Real Estate For Rent
4. Real Estate Wanted To Rent
5. Help Wanted 
0. Work Wanted
7. Home Services and Equipment 
. For Sale
8. Home Services and Equipment 
Wanted
9. Autos andi.BoaLs for Sale













Lovely parcel that is ideal for 
horse enthusiasts. Recently built 
is a 66x132’ all weather riding 
ring. Other features are box stall, 
feed room, storage shed. The 1 
charming house has recently 
been restored and is immaculate 
throughout. New kitchen, lovely 
fireplace in the'living room, 2 
bedrooms. Asking $47,500 MLS.
PANABODE WITH 
A VIEW
Spacious 2 bedroom, full 
basement panabode style home 
in North Saanich. 1200 sq. ft. on 
the main floor. Electric heat 
througliout. Separate 19’ x 19’ 
garage. Superb construction. 
Lovely Vz Acre lot. $43,000
JUST LISTED
Lovely 4 bedroom home only 6 
months old. Full basement. 
Large workshop. 2 bathrooms. 
Sun deck off dining room. Nicely 
treed. Corner Lot. MLS. 
$31,000.00
WATERFRONT ARDMORE 
4 Bdrm., 3 baths home, plus 
modern 3 room cottage.
200 FT. BEACH FRONT 




3 bedrooms, 2'z baths home plus
2 room cottage. 3'z acres with 
SWIMMING POOL, garden and 
Orchard $90,000.00.
WATERFRONT LANDS END 
ROAD
3 Bdrm. 3 bath modern home. 
One acre, 170 ft. waterfront. 
$88,750.00.
Heli> Wahted
AIRLI.NE REqUlRf;S PAKT-TI.ME 
MATURE WO.MAN, 4 HOURS PER DAY, 
.MORNINGS. Interesting work, requires 
meeting and handling general public. Suit 
person living in Saanich Peninsula area. 
Slate age, education and work background. 
Replies only to Box E, Sidney Review. 15-1
WOMAN WA.NTED for kitchen help. Apply. 
Copper Kettle. 2359 Beacon Ave. 15-1
Work VVonted Jl coming Events
1969 MERCURY MONTEGO MX Station 
wagon excellent condition. Full power, 
53.000 miles, radio, roof rack, trailer hitch. 
$2,995,00 or near offer. 656-2338 evenings. 15-1
1970 CAR .AND 17>2 ft, self contained trailer.
All tested. Ready to go. Excellent condition. 
Extras. For information and inspection 
phone 052-1751. Valued at $5,500.00. 15-1
.Miscellaneous;
SANITARY GARBAGE SERVICE, 
Clean-Up. Ray Boweott, 656-1920.
Sidney
24-tf
WORK WANTED — Tree falling' cement 
work, landscaping by hour or contrVct. Free, 
estimates. Call 650-1763or 384-9737., 28-tr
FURNITURE REPAIR; Refinisnlng, 
cabinet making; Venetian blinds retaped 
a'.d cleaned. 25 years experience. All work 
guaranteed, Phone Ed. 056-1218,9682 - 4th 
St, 30-lf
NEW TO SIDNEY "JOHN” your Sussex 
gardener. Complete service or lawns, at 9717 
Third St, Phone me at 382-0741. 14-2
GARDEN SERVICE — Pruning. Bruno von 
S.,lmckmann. 656-1990. 23-tf
EXPERIFINCED, .MATURE WO.MA.N 
requires housekeeping 4-5 days weekly. 
.Minimum 6 hours. Phone 656-3291 
evenings.
GARDENING. LAWN WORK, babysitting, 
etc., wanted. Experienced. 652-3161. 15-tf
ARDMORE BEAUTY John Bruce
Enhance your private life and 1 Res. 656-2023 
leisure time. Swim, golf or stroll 
in the woods. Almost new, 3 
bedroom home with above grade 
basement on a secluded acre in 
our own “uplands”. A prize 
possession $42,990
YOUR OWN GREENBELT 
Build your own eagle’s next on 
this high rising, treed 6 ac. and 





We are short of listings - to 
sell - please, help us by 
giving us a call.
YOUR OWN MARINE WAYS 
?! ^i&)lid 25 ft; boathouse with power 
V winch on Saanich inlet; App; 1 ac. 
of treed waterfront with 3 







II B I '1IIIWII1—mill—
WATERFRONT 
no ft of WATERFRONT 
SAANICH INLET
(on the Sunny Side)
Like new, double A-Frame home 
that features — Large living- 
dining area with fireplace, rock 
wall, and window wall that af­
fords breiath-taking yiew. Ck)n- 
• venient, Equipped kitchen: 
Hickory i lined den. Two large 
bedrooms; tow: and bne-half 
bathrooms. Electric heat, wall- 
to-wall carpet throughput. 
Second ‘A’ has garage and 
bedroom or studio alxfve. Patio 
with wrought iron railing and 
steps to the ocean. For sale by 
owner. $68,000.00.
SIDNEY AND NORTH SAANICH Garden 
Club presents their annual Spring Flower 
Show Saturday April 14, 1:30 - 5:30 p.m. at 
Sanscha Hall. Door prizes, admission 50c. 
Tea served bv Sanscha Catering Committee.
■ 14-2
EXHIBITION OF SERIGRAPHS, 
Drawings. Paintings and Fabrics. Open o 
April 8,1 - 5 p.m. then daily 11:00 a.m. - 4:00 
p.m. through to Sunday April 15. St. John's 
Hall, West Saanich Rd., across from Deep 
Cove School, by Edith Jones and Eli'/.abeth 
Kerfoot. 14-2
BRENTWOOD COMMUNITY CLUB Easier 
Tui-key Bingo, Wallace Drive, Monday, April 
16,1973,7:30p.m. 11-5
BINGO, K OF P HALL. 8 p.m. every 
Thursday. Everybody welcome, 4 tf
SUNSHINE UNIT OK ST. PAUL'S United 
Church will hold a bake sale, Saturday. April 
14 10 a.m. in front of Bank of Montreal. 15-1
CRIBBAGE "500” WHIST, Friday, April 13, 
8 p.m. K. of P. Hall. Sponsored by Pythian 
Sisters. Everyone welcome. 13-1
INTERESTED IN BUYING APARTMENT 
BLOCK. Principals only, P.O. Box 806, 
Friday Harbour, Wash 9B250. U.S,A. 15-1
BAZAN BAY BEACH MOTEL now renting 
for -veekly or mo:ithly rates. Fully furnished 
units, 656-4419 . 44-tf
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM fully lurnished 
cottages.. Very quiet area. Reasonable 






Furnished; and unfurnished 
:.twa and: .fliree _b.edrooms v-
FOR SALE — AFTER RENOVATING — 
windows,doors, glass French doors, 
plumbing fixtures, phone after six, 656- 
1783. 15-1
HEAVY BEARING STRAWBERRY 
PLANTS, three varieties; Cedar posts. 656- 
3071. 15-1
[CARPORTSALE —APRIL 13-14, 10a.m.-4 
jp.ni. Record player and stand; barbecue: 9 
ft. X 12 ft. dining tent, tarps, socket wren; 
ches. Miscellaneous house, garden and work 
I shop items. 9960 Fourth St., Sidney, 15-1
DINETTE SET. 4 chairs, table with ex- 1 tension. Excellent condition. $35.00. 656- 
5108. 15-1
21 INCH ELECTRIC RANGE, new, with 
matching fridge. White. Cost $425.00. Sell for 
1 $300.00; maple china cabinet, $25.00; kitchen 
I set, 4 chairs $20.00. 656-37.58after 6p.m. 15-1
I 9 PIECE DINING SUITE $200.00; small 
complete bedroom suite (single bed) $85.00; 
studio coiich; 6 ft. 6 ins. box spring and 
1 mattress-j^ smair tables; junior desk, 656- 
2604. "vi'vi; .'V 15-1:
CHILD HEALTH CONFERENCE. Sidney, 
Brentwood, Saanichton and Tsartlip school; 
also information and registration for 
Prenatal classes.For appointments phone 
656-1188. 15-1
LOWER ISLAND NDP SPRING AUCTION 
— Home Baking, nearly new Boutique, 
White Elephant and Light Lunch. Saturday, 




Light industrial And 
Lawn & Garden 
Equipment
At
M. & H. 
TRACTOR & 
EQUIPMENT LTD.





Ai'cher’s T.V. Service 





APrIL 12, 13, 14 
We reserve tne ngni to 
limit quantities
'ixeS^^URiTT'™”
Monday to Saturday 
8:30a.m. to 6:00p.m. 
Friday 8:30a.m. to 9:00p'.m.
656-5114 3-tf
In loving memory of a dear wife and molher, 
Gladys Catherine MeVey.
"You will always be treasured in our 
memories."
Your loving husband Bob and family. 15-1
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Hannan (nee 
Kennedy) Rest Haven Hosnital on April 8, 
1973, a son, Jason Wayne , a lbs. 15 ozs. 
Special thanks to nurse Judy Hilts and Dr. 
Dobson. 15-1
SIDNEY AND NORTH SAANICH Historical 
Society meets on April 19th, 1973 at Museum, 
Beacon Ave. Speaker Prof. A.L. Atkinson on 
"Heraldry”. All welcome. 15-1
LOST, GOLD RING. Two diamonds, in 










Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Allan, 9800 West 
Saanich Rd., Sidney, B.C. are pleased to 
announce the engagement of their daughter 
Elizabeth, to Mr. Dale Baker,son of Mr. and 
Mrs. A. Baker, Broadview, Sask. The 
marriage will take place on April 21, 1973 at 
St. Paul’s United Church. Rev. H. of­
ficiating. 15-1
YOUR PERSONAL INCOME TAX com­
pleted in confidence. Reasonable rate. 
Phone 656-3251 after 5 p.m. 15-3
SUGDEN — We wish to express our heartfelt 
thanks and appreciation to our many dear 
friends and relatives for their kind messages 
of sympathy, floral tributes, Heart Fund 
■ contributions and many other acts of kind­
ness in the recent passing of a beloved 
husband and brother. Special thanks for past 
kind services toDrs. Worrall and 
Buckingham and Rest Haven staff. Sylvia, 
Mother Orpen, Steve and Ruth, Jack and 
Shirley, Grev. and Irene; Jim and Fran­
ces. 15-1
MiscellaTieous
WE WILL TAKE TRADE-INS. 
BUYING OR SELLING 
■ CALL-;
656-4000 K. DROST 656-2427 











is this no-step three bedroom 
bungalow. Excellent retirement 
of family home. Asking $27,500,
, DELUXE,PLUS ' 
wo invite you to view tills out­
standing four bedrewm homo with 
so many plus feutiires that it Is 
impossible to list them all. 
ASKING $42,500. ^ ,
SPACIOUS FAMII.Y HOME 
on cul do sac in good area. Two 
baths, Targe living rm. and rec 
room both with flroplnccs 
Aaklng $32,500. i
ACHES,:












FURNISHED. HOUSEKEEPING ROOM. 
All found, T.V.; one block from stores. 
Available at once. $05.00, Apply 9701 First St. 
656-2624, 124f
SIDNEY OFFICE SPACE. Approx, 500 sq. 
fl.nexl to post office. Beacon Ave. Suitable 
professional use, law firm, doctor, ac­
countant, etc. Phone 656-1622. 15-1
WANTED CLOSE IN SIDNEY home on 
'large lot or large lot or small acreage. 
Principals only. Phone Vancouver 112 - 434- 
3M3 or write Box B, Sidney Review, 9831 
Tliird St., Sidney. '2"'
MAN WANTS RIDE FROM Pat Bay area to 
Victoria daily. Phone evenings 656-2617. 14-2
CASH FOR USED household goods. 
Fu-nituro, 7n.5'West Saanich Ud., 652- 
•2849
INCOME TAXES DUE? Let Avon help you 
earn money in your spare time. Avon 
, representatives find it easy and pleasant.
Call 384-7345 or write Mrs. Guenther, 5720 
I Oldfield Rd., R.R:7, Victoria, BX, - , T5-I.
THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS Kin­
dergarten Play School. Sixth year of 
operation, 294 Prospect I..ake Road. Con- 
1 tinuous learning program with related field 
trips. Separate age groups. Two qualified 
staff, some transportation mornings. 479- 
1973 afternoon, evening 479-1120 or 656- 
5282. 15-1
LOCAL CERAMIC CLASSES given at 9205 
Inverness Road. For information phone 656- 
4098, or call in. 15-tf
SCREENS
(window)
MADE LOCAILY — ANY SIZE
We measure and install at no extra charge.
SIDNEY GLASS,^
2384 Beacon Av®. 656-13!3
INSTANT COFFEE
ilMWfiii
WANTED, IIOISE TO RENT for July, 
Sidney, Deep Cove nr Brentwood. Phone 388- 
72:12 or :iH4-4222, 1'1'2
WANTED TO RENT, SMAI.L house, cotlugu 
or apartment, elderly couple, No children. 
382-9666, I'Hf
Omplelo R«al Eftlata 







S X 3 Duplex 
Vz Acre Sewered Lot
(Polential for sub-dividing)
nds 3 yr. old Hiiperbly 
coiiHlrucU'd duplex of 3 
bedrooiiiH. living-dining 
room* all expensively 
carpeted, has full high 
concrete basement with 
room for further 
development down and Is 
HUtuuted In prestige Sidney 
location. Asking Ilfi.llOO, 
LEK FOUBES, :IH3.354I 







WANTED I'O RENT, ONE IIEDROOM 
ap.U'lment or house for under $100,00, 
Hespiinsihlo tenant. fi56-l2fi6aflerii:;i0 
P.M. 22-1 f
'MAn'llE PROI'E.S.SIONAI. MAN
REOUIRES COTTVGE ON WA’I'ER Oil 
WITH VIEW OR WITH CHARM OF SOME 
SORT, Carllle IIHS-II.M days, (l.Ml-:ioni
>v«‘idng!i, 15-1
WANTED TO RENT, 2 or 3 liedroom, liy 
May :i(ilh. Family nf four, 47H-7179, ,
WORKING MAN 22, UUGKNTI.Y M'ED.S 
prmilc (|uiel honseUi'e|iiiiK room, aiiarl- 
meni, cottage, eie, in Sidney. ;m5-li7’,' after 4 
p.m Would consider sharing. I'J-l
TWO RF.hPONSHH.F, (HRI.S svitd >'i reill 
coiinli'v; home. Dogs. I’liuiii' i'iii4 ii4'/a i.'ei
H01 p Wpfifod
RKI.IARLK MARRin* MAN living 111 
Sidney lo siTviee Fuller Brush ciiidomerii 
For Inter'.iew idiupe Kent Wliham ',lH2'lfl24
.-■ ■ ' ' -T'lf
MAN WANTED TO LawNN two hmil'S 
per week, prelei’idily Tlnirhda.v, Minlrona 




Used furniture - Appliances 






WANTED — RIDE TO VK ’I'OIUA arriving 
7;;10a.m. Share expenses. Phone 656-1962, 15- 
1




BJlJCI'.iriS.’iiS CJ I .©:it
JUST ME 
Owner Wilf Dorman gives Per­
sonal attention to all orders. 
PHONE (1.50- 4754
AJAX HOME AND OFFICE CLEANER. 
Specializing in windows, floors and sp(x.;ial 
clean-up. Dob Scot 1652-1581. 21 lf
NORGETOWN LAUNDROMAT AND DRV 
CLEANERS, Beacon Plaza .Mall, Coin-Op 
Dry Cleaning, 10 pounds for $3,00 Pari loads 
aeeeptoil. Largo eapacily Norge washers 
and Permn-Preas dryers. Open 7 days a 
week tl:!K)a,m,-lliOOp.m. il-lf
DEEP (X)VE WATERWORKS DISTRICT
The Tenth zAnnual General Meeting of the Deep Cove Water­
works District will take place at 8:00 P.M, on Wednesday 
evening, April 18th, 1973 at Holy Trinity Hall on Mill Road, North 
Saanich, B.C,
The order of business at the said meeting will be:
(1) Reading of the Notice of Meeting.
(2) Adoption of minutes of the last Annual Meeting.
(3) Presentation of the financial report for 1972.
(4) The Trustees’Annual Report.
(5) Election of two Trustees.
(6) Appointment of the auditor for 1973.
(7) z\ny other business.
(8) zVdjonrnment.
Trustees A.F, Freelove and J. Burt-Smith retire by rotation,
Mr. J. Burt-Smith offers himself for re-election for a further 
(hree-year term. P'or the Board of Trustees.














rtUYlNG Oil SELLING 













Victoria Real Estate Board 
anti Miittlplc l-lstlng ftervfcc.
2411 Beacon Av«5. 
ShInoy.B.U. 6X6-1151
WDM AN TO CAUF, fur three (imfdl chlUln'i), 
mudly (inyi, Swartz Bay area, Apply Hex 0, 
The Review, Sidney, n C , S-tf
WANTED, l'LE.VNING,it..Mn’, one nr two 
morningK vieekly, Ardmore area, t'2 2,5 |ier 
Iwiu' iiluii mileage. Uelei'ence* 't'iiiimwai, 
6;iiV2ii’,'2,
DEI’F.NDAUI.I; WMMAN fm IlghI 
luiunewnrlt and enrr.panmn for elderly perisnn 
fi.rGl.ldayr.tai'.-4*.,l . IM
WANTED, lUiOhKEEl'EH TOR SAAMCtl 
Enill Grower* .AMoeiaimn. Full lime .himi la 
.Heptemlwr, at Wtti'ehmwi', ame Keaimg X 
ltd , ea*u.'il remainder of year. Apiily m awn 
hiitidwriBng la.SiUUmli Fruit Urn\vet..t, lilt’J, 
Ctiai-.'.-m.,.'. R ' 15'>
LADV FDR HDl'ikl'WDHK 3 l.nui'n vu eldy 
i'ermaiu'itl. Siiimiehinn. Flmne 65’2 :i54'2 15 1
'Ri'rilil’D fot'ei F' ivi V’.'ii repinre ne- 
eommialatlnn for tery llghl dniie*',' II *(>. 
plehw>catl(a.’l4)f.. ISl
RAHY smi R SEF.DtiD IMMFDl ATKI V .
l'ht«nereemng*,fSMl'MJ6 ■ 15''
l*f,F.AKANT WtiMAN MCEDF.D fur af- 
lernotR)*. .Sidney hiiMineiui effice for (’leiw'n) 
wrifk, filing and aeinrale typing 6S6M2T 






































DU. im Ihe PlikNINSUI. 














Call us for READY MIXED CONCRETE 
WASHED SAND & GRAVEL —• DRAIN GRAVEL
lid.
2(Hi'>Keailng X Unail 
6MD;!I
inie eviWTi MV«i4W'(whire ow 'iihi $-if'
I'AUKING
656-Ma:i.
I,DT SWFI'II'ING By eanirnel.
5-11
'I.annhgf. and rnhhi*h niiuled, I'hrme fAfi- 
IJtU^ ■,,■.■
IM) ViH;,.NFFD UFTA'’ wdh \\w Tri <’!wm, 
I.iquid Finhinidet'i, Cnll Derei n ItfecnDiiVI 
#ny-|ime.6f>2'2M4. 144
Will* I'ever the
wtiiitever Ihe size . 
I'lH) hnniUi)' .inv .j'thl
time, money with ready- 
mix eeiu'i'i'le. For In* 














Wednesday, April 11, 1973
RECREATION COMMISSION
SIDNEY
Mrs. Mavis Sather, Mr. Julius 
Sather and Mrs. Jean Grant, will 
attend the Vancouver Island 
Recreation Conference being 
held in Courtenay on April 6, and 
7.
Saturday, April 14th will be the 
final session of the Saturday 
morning Gym classes being 
conducted by the Victoria Y for 
the Sidney Elementary School. 
Arrangements are being made 
for another series of lessons in 
the Fall.
















Wednesday April 18th 
Only
AFTERBEFORE




See Mr. Sims in person. Learn how 
baldness can be stopped, and new 
hair grown on your own scalp. The 
new methods permit you to actually 
stop your baldness and improve 
your hair in the privacy of your own 
home.
New Treatment
Now, even if you are, or have been 
taking scalp treatment l>cforc, you 
arc welcome to come in and see a 
Universal specialist today.
Helps Women As Well
Universal offers hope for womui loo 
.,,. even those suffering (rom 
troublusom alopecia nronta, The 
Formula has helped many 
despairing women to save their hair, 
gain new hair iHinuty, new self 




nastic course got under way last 
week, with 24 enthusiastic 
gymnasts between the ages of 6 
and 16 years.
The Sidney Club Directory is 
now being up-dated. All clubs and 
organizations, which would like 
to be listed are asked to forward 
by mail to the Sidney Recreation 
Commission, 2440 Sidney Ave., or 
by phone, 656-4914, the name of 
their Club president and 
secretary and meeting date. All 
information is requested before 
the first of May.
The Junior Volunteer and 
Leaders’ Training Course will get 
under way this week. Mrs. Mavis 
Sather reports a good response 
from young people. Most sessions 
will be held on Wednesdays, but 
the initial session will be held on 
Thursday, April 12 from 7-8:30 at 
Sanscha. Pre-registration by 
phone or by person is recom­
mended. The enrolment is 
limited so those interested might 
call the Recreation Office now. 
Succeeding weeks will see in­
formation on programme 
assistance, planning, first aid, 
introduction to tennis, soccer, 
softball, mini-ball, etc.
Badminton leaders are 
reminded of the badminton 
meeting on Wednesday, April 18, 
at 8:30 p.m. at the recreation 
office..
Those interested in family 
outings are asked to attend a 
meeting on Thursday, April 19, at 
7:30 p.m. at the Sidney 
Recreation Office. The purpose of 
this meeting is to ascertain the 
interest in this type of activity. 
Family groups will be en­
couraged to bike, hike, and enjoy 
the outdoors with others of 
similar interests. Why not attend 
this meeting and begin to plan a 
few outings for yourself and your 
family.
Of interest to girls and boys in 
Grades 4 to 7, sandlot softball is 
expected to get started April 30, 
right after the Easter holidays. 
Announcement will also be made 
shortly on an activity 
programme for children of 
Grades 1, 2, and 3. This
programme will begin in May.
There are a few vacancies in 
the creative tots’ and the ladies 
keep fit series which are now 
underway.
GIRLS SOFTBALL 
Girls softball registrations, 11 
and 12 year olds and 16 and 17 
year olds, Sanscha Hall, Sunday, 
April 15, I - 3 p.m. Coaches and 
managers required. Phone Alana 
Gallagher, 656-3637.
The Drop-In for Moms has 
become quite a popular feature of 
our activities, and the steady 
growth has necessitated a move 
to the Scout Hall on W. Saanich 
Rd., where there is a separate 
room available for children who 
come with their mothers.
Some of the topics discussed 
last Friday morning were: The 
meat boycott & “Convenience” 
fods. Tennis and other daytime 
activities for mothers, Easter 
ideas - How to make chocolate 
Easter Eggs, Fancy food for 
Easter and a demonstration of 
decorations & small gifts for 
Easter.
If you have nothing planned for 
this Friday morning, why not 
drop in and join us. Coffee is on 
from 10:00 till 11:30 the company 
is friendly and the conversation is 
interesting. This week we will be 
having a most interesting 
speaker; Mrs. Morgan Ostler will 
te talking on “Basic Chinese 
Cooking & Nutrition’’. As 
someone who cooks for a family 
of 10 every day, she is an expert 
on nutritious food preparation on 
a budget.
Incidentally, you don’t have to 
be a “Mom” to attend!




thusiastic about the creations 
they are taking home. Some 
pretty fantastic balloon 
“creatures” came out of the first 
session, and the following 
sessions are also showing in­
ventive genius. We are delighted 
to have some assistance from a 
couple of young girls out of the 
“Help Qub” at Mt. Newton Jr. 
Secondary. If you missed out on 
the first group and woud be in­
terested in another after Easter 
holidays, please give us a call.
The leader of our Creative Tots 
group which starts after Easter is 
appealing for all sorts of 
equipment. Children’s books, 
toys, puzzles, balls, crayons, 
scissors, paints, brushes, rib­
bons, beads, buttons, styrofoam, 
paper rollers, old hats for 
dressup, playground equipment 
of any kind, child-size tables & 
chairs, and a sandbox. If you are 
Spring cleaning and wish to 
dispose of any of these items, 
please call the Recreation Office.
We urgently require the ser­
vices of a babysitter who would 
work with a group of children for 
1-1 Va hrs. during a morning, 
while the mothers are par­
ticipating in a group activity. If 
you are interested please contact
THINGS WE DO AT FLINT’S
RADIATOR AND COOLING SYSTEM
A BARERY CHARGING
★ GENERATOR ai^D ALTERMTOR
V GOVT. APPROVED MECHANICS .
FLINT MOTORS LTD
BEACON AT FIFTH
Using plastic packs the 
Canadian Red Cross Blood 
Transfusion Service can store 
frozen red cells for years.
Sealed Tenders marked “Tender 
Jariitorial Duties - Citizens’ Centre’ ’ will be 
accepted by the undersigned until 4 p.m., 
April 24th, 1973 for the provision of 
Janitorial Services at the Senior Citizens’ 
Centre, Resthaven Drive, Sidney. Services 
to commence May 1st, 1973 and Form of 
Tender and Specifications for duties to be 
performed may be obtained from the un­
dernoted address. Lowest or any tender not 
necessarily accepted.
G. S. Logan 
Town Clerk 
Town of Sidney 
2440 Sidney Ave.
Sidney,B.C.
IHE GOVEBNMEN1 OF 





SEALED TENDERS are 
invited by the Hon. Wm. L. 
Hartley, Minister of Public 
Works Parliament Buildings, 
Victoria, British Columbia, for 





comprising the restoration of 
court facilities with the complete 
interior finishing of the 600 sq. ft. 
courtroom.
Tenders will be received up to 2 
p.m. on Wednesday, the 2nd day 
of May, 1973, and those available 
at that time will be opened in 
public in the Minister’s office, 
Room 124, Douglas Building.
Properly completed and signed 
tenders must be submitted on the 
official Tender Form and en­
closed with the required bid bond 
in the preaddressed tender en­
velope provided.
Tender documents may be ob­
tained on and after April 9th, 
1973, by bona-fide General 
Contractors, and Mechanical and 
Electrical sub-trades only, upon 





Requests for documents may be 
made at the Fifth Floor, 765 
Broughton St., Victoria, or tlie 
Government Plan Viewing 
Room, Vancouver.
Tender documents may be 
viewed at the
■ 7 P^^ Room,:
108-501 West 12th Avenue, 
Vancouver9
and at the offices of the 
Amalgamated Construction 
Association, Vancouver - In­
dustrial Construction Centre, 
Burnaby - Construction 
Association of Victoria ■ 
Government Agents at Court 
House, Ganges and Duncan.
Information regarding the 
bonding of General contractors 
and Sub-Contractors is contained 
in the Instructions to Bidders.
G.L. GILES,





BACK HOE WORK 
CAT WORK 
TRUCKING





Industrial - Residential 
Commercial Wiring 
Poles and Line Work
QUALITY WORKSMANSHIP 











Robert W'. Roper, D.C. 
2448 Beacon .^ve. 
Sidney 656-4611
Backhoe Work Trucking 
BACK FILLING—LOADING 
I SEPTIC TANKS FILTER BEDS| 
SEWER—STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES 









LAPHAM & LEWIS 
ELECTRIC LTD.
Residential & Commercial
WIRING & REWIRING 
LIGHTING & HEATING
Phone
A.L. (Len) CUSDEN 
SAW FILING & . 
TOOL GRINDING 
Scissors Sharpened 
Light Repair Work 









BUILD WITH BRICK 
AND BLOCK 
MASONRY & GENERAL 
CONTRACTING
TRUfyiAN CONST. LTD.
9615 8th St. 656-4640
K. SimCKER
Custom Built Homes 
Additions, Alterations 
Cabinets, Repairs 






technician with 35 years ex­
perience in Electronic 
Maintenance and Repairs.



















PATRICK; CUTTS LTD. 
BUILDERS & DESIGNERS 
Commercial & Residential 




New Homes & Cabinets Custom built 
Remodeling - Additions and Repairs. 






8093 Alex Road, Saanichton 
PHONE C52-225I
April 1973
For n free oxaminalioii and 
discussion of your hair proliIcniH ask 
the desk clerk al Ihe Sidney Hotel 
Wwinesday, April Kith Iwlwmi 2 
p.m, and (I p,m. for Mr. .Simniniilc 
mimlH'r, You won't need an ap' 
pointmeni. You won’t be cm* 
harraKsWI or ohilgalod In any way. 
Kxnminnlions are given in private.
MOTE*
STUDDED TIRES 


















Painting & Decorating 









YOUR ONE STOP SHOP
' CORNER McTAVlSH;::;:
&EASTBAANJCH RD.'^' 
OPEN bAILY8 A.M.-8 P.M. 
656-4061
ROBERTS'B AY GROCERY;/ 
10184 lliird St. 
Groceries -^ Vegetables /
/ f Home rriade Pies i r^
V'-. /'jjV Open 7 days week,;,/V;,
8:30 - 7:30 P.M. /:
■■ 10
Small Powerful maclune for 





Fish and Chips our Specialty
656-1621
ir-'i
F€»o«1 Services ;t.Ij|ilsiols8ttery MiseeMsineevas
DIRECT FROM 
BUILDER 
YOUH PLANS OR OURS 
YOUR I.OT OR OURS
NOTICE
PERMITS
Permits are required to kindle an open fire 
within the District of North Saanich bet­
ween the period May 1st, to September 30th, 
1973. Where In the opinion of the Fire Chief, 
fire conditions are hazardous, he may ex­
tend the dates that a perrnit is required or 
declare a period of closure for all types of 
burning.
Permits for open fires can be obUtined from 
North Saankh Municipal Office, 1020 Mills 











Qtinlity Meat Cut, Wrapped 
Cor Home Freezers, 
■n<l«\V.Saimleli G.VMO.W
DANISH UPHOLSTERY
All lli'iuilt'ii Aliy lu/i) llo/ti and 












Mb nc! el 1 an eo u u 
ANNA’S Fash!bns"“
.....ALWAYSA- '
, LITTLE RETTEU.,,. ' 
Dresses - Suits -SiMurtswenr 
Lingerie
71(15 VV. Saanich 652-3143
SAANICH PENINSULA 1 
CREDIT UNION
Brentwood Bay Uraneh 
7174 West Saanich Road 
f)5?,.2111 n52-2n2'2




One year warranty on 
ail workmanship 








656*3844 after 6 p.m.
SIDNEY GLASS
Marliu'Aido A Siifply Olnnn 
Window (ilnKN • Mlrroi'ti. 
WlniltildcliU InntnIU'ii 
limurniicnClulinK l*rom|)ily llandloil,
2384 Beacon ritone 656-1313
OAKS POULTRY
;/ |■'AUIV1 M'l).,,::.;,,
I,(k.'nl farm frtmli ogg!; daily avallahlii at 
local (luallty Hlorcs, ()(f gi'udcA and froo 





























all piano parts stocked 
Conservatories at Zurich 
and Vienna


















Ml llepldni "• Any al/t! Hold and 




















Upholstery Vinyls In Stock 
656*1412
Ih'neon Plnrn Shopping Center
ElUoR & Company 
Chartered AceoiinloutS'
W.J.KI.MOTT.C.A. 
Ikactm Shopping Plaid 




PeugfKit, Raleigh, A|iollo 
PartH-Aecessorles 
We repair Bieyelf*«, Trleyeles 
LAWNMDWEUHANb 
, SKATES SnARPENEI) 


















SAND - GRAVEL -'tlB* ^Wt'L 
'■ 'PUESTOLOGS^ 
fkirvIcelB our Product 
"call6564331 -'-v
Page 12 THE REVIEW
WEATMllM,
The following is the meteorological report 
for the week ending April 8 furnished by the 
Research Station, Sidney.
Maximum temperature (Apr. 4) 60
Minimum temperature (Apr. 4) 35




Supplied by the meteorological division, 
Department of Transport for the week en­
ding April 8.
Maximum temperature (Apr. 4) 59








HAIR CONTROL FOR MEN
6 oz. S.R.P. $1.49 $“8 09
SUPER DISCOUNT JL
• TRAC II RAZOR S.R.P. $2.95 SUPER DISCOUNT
TAME CREME RINSE








► 6 oz. S.R.P. $1.79
►
I FOAMY SHAVING CREAM






SUPERIMPOSED OVER HORSE-DRAWN HAY Wright is an annual contestant at peninsida 
MOWER is Lament Road resident Jaydee plowing matches.
Wright. With his team of draught horses Mr. (Photo by Jack Ralph)






If the events of last Wednesday 
and Saturday are any indication, 
the immediate future for tennis 
On the Peninsula is bright indeed.
A total of 22 housewives showed 
up on Wednesday morning and 
every attempt will be made to 
make this a regular session, 
along with Mondays at the same
'■:time. V';
On Saturday, all 3 courts were 
full until later in the afternoon. 
Qhice again , the enthusiasm of the 
younger group matched that of 
the seniors and promises weU for 
ytoe^^future.'.:': '/'/y,::":-.. ■
The all-important meeting to 
decide the Qub’s future course 
wii ybe held this Thursday, 12 
i^ilyat 7:30 p.m[. at St. Mary’s 
; i^urch HallyCultra Aye,, close to
Central Saanich Police 
Headquarters. It is hoped that all 
points of view will be aired, 
because that is the only way the 
“ri^t” decisions can be made.
If you have a question; on in­
struction, contact Mr. Winston 
Brydson at 652-3042; if on 
Recreational and Competitive 
Mr. Jim MacMahon at 656-4039; if 
on membership or housewive’s 
sessions, contact Mrs. Sally Wait 
at 652-2079. Or, better still, meet 
them and the other directors at 
the meeting this Thursday. The 
signs for the future are good; the 
directors invite you, the reader, 
to join with us in assuring that 










'Thu: "12:0155; 10^4 0755 6.7 1215 7.8 1850 •V3.7, ^
FYi 13 0220 10.2 0835 5.8 1400 8.1 1955 4.6
Sat. • 14 0245 lOil 0915 4.8 1530 8.6 2050 5:4
Sun. 15 0320 9.9 0945 4.0 1620 9.1 2140 6.2
Mon. 16 0330 9.8 1015 3.2. 1720 9.6 2220 6.9
Tue. : 47 0345 9.8 1040 2.6 1825; 10.0 2305 7.6
• Wed. 18 0420 9.8 1110 2.2 1910 10.2 2355 8.1
Thu. 19 0440 9.8 1140 2.0 1955 10.4
Calendar
!yy iy - i
Thursday, March 12: Rae 
Burns’ Dance Studio 3-7 p.m., 
Dog Obedience Training 7:30 
p.m.'
Friday, March 13: Sidney and 
North Saanich Garden Club.
Saturday, MaVch 14: Sidney 
and North Saanich Garden Club 
Friday, March 13: Rae Burns’ 
Dance Studio 3:30 > 8 p.m.
Monday, March 16: Ilandicraft 
Gidld 1-3 p.m. Eckankar 7:30, 
Tuesday, March 17: Sunseha 
Susies 1 • 2:45 p in., Rae Burns’ 
Dance Studio 3-8:30 p.m.
Wednesday, March 18: Hae 
Burns; Dance Studio 3:30 - 9p.m.
Sanscha Rentals: Telephone 
656-4914, Mondays to Fridays, 






7910 East Saanich Rd.
Weight Watchers of 
British Columbia Ltd., 




© Weight Watchers 
International 1973.
Custom or Siiec. Homes 
.Apartment Buildings 





9145 Inverness Road FREE LSI 1 MATES
P.O Box 2V.n, H.R, 2 
Sidney. B.C.
Phono: Mike: 656-40(56 
Vic: 056-4003
1^: ;
■ ■ ■'' N-'A' T'''f ■' O'■ N ■-A’-' L- ■ ■ H O m 'E-'S . L I M I ■ T'>' F ^ ■ ■
Juit an0 of ovtr 60 NBtlon$l fmlly hom» dimloni 
Thl$ 1$0 3-b»dfOom ••SHERWOOD'[ln th§ Emblnm mits
Just an|f wlndoMifs armi't good mmgh for NATIONAL 
Ours are inclusive*..and thiro'i a good reason!
Natlonal'i dotifln* jpeclfy Isroer-than-normal windows solhay have been dosignod 
ipeclally of vallow cedar or pine, pre-palnted and (with excaption of largest 
windows) precision-fitted into wall panels. *1 hey'ro simple to operate, lock secure­
ly, end eatlly replaced if broken, The National window is only one of over fifty 
luparlor features built into our homo components not found In our competitors. 
Aik the Nitlonal man for all the details before you decide,.. or mail the ebupon.
MOBTOADirUNDft 
AVAIUNLi tNCLUDINO 














. ^WRITE TODAY .
NATIONAL HOMBS LIMITED
nmun abbotbpord, nc,



















0 FERTILIZERS, PEAT MOSS- 
® COLORFUL MEXICAN POTS $1.75 & UP
* BEDDING PLANTS
® ROSES AND GLADIOLA BULBS 
® MULTIPLIER ONIONS
* SEED POTATOES
® PESTICIDES (WE HAVE 3 LICENSED 
PESTICIDE DISPENSERS ON OUR STAFF)
■k DON’T FORGET OUR ALGINURE SPECIAL
Buy 1 gal. at $4.50 and you get 1 more for only .01 cent.
/ . ’ :2 GALS. - *4®' : :
BEACON AVE. SIDNEY 656-1134
COMMUTER
SPRING SCHEOyLE
EFFECTIVE TILL JUNE 9
LEAVING ■m • 'V * :■ ;,jaa
Sidney 7; 05 9:45 9:45 11:00 1:45 4:30
Swartz Bay 9:35 9:35
Resthaven 7:10 9:40 9:40 1:10 4:11
Bazan Bay 7:15 9:.50 9:50 11:05 1:50 4:35
Mt. Newton X Rd. 7:25 10:00 10:00 11.15 2:00 4:40
Vcyaness 2:05 4:45
Wallace Dr. 7:28 10:03 10:03 11:18
Brentwood 
(Butchart Gardens) 10:08+ 10:08+ 11:23+
Keating X Rd. 7::i0 10:15* 10:15 11:30
Prospect Lake 10:’22 11:37
Tanner Rd. 7:35 10:’20 2:08 4:48
Say ward 7:38 10:'23 2:11
Cordova Bay 7:41 10:20 2:14
Blenkinsop 7:47 10:32 2:’20
Royal Oak 7:52 10:37 10:27 11:42 2:25, ' ,■ 4:55",,:
Victoria • Arrive 8;0(r 1():45 10:42 11:52',,. 2:33 5:10
'.LEAVING , " ,vas ' was ',' KsM "
Victoria 8:20 . 9:45 12:15 3:15 ■■5,: 30
Royal Oak 8:35 10:00 12:30 3:30 5:45
Blcnkhisop 12:35 5:50
Cordova Bay : 12:42; ■ ' '5;57\„
Say ward Rd. ':12:45 ■ " (5:00 'i.^
Tanner lid. 8:45 12:48 (5:03
Prospect Lake 10:10 3:40
Keating X Rd. 10:15» 12:53 3:47 (5:08
1 Brentwood 
(Bhtcluirt Gardens) 10:17 +
3:55 +
1 Wallace Dr, « 10;'20 3:,58 (5:10
1 Vcyaness > i;».;r>5
1 Mt. Newton X Rd. 8:50 10:27 1:00 4:01 fi:15
1 Bazan Bay
1 ilesthaven
8:55 10:33 1:05 ItOfJ (i:20
1:10 4:11 (5i33
1 Swartz Bay 0:0.5+ (5; 40+
j: Siilncy " '.irrivc : " 0:10 10:38 ■^",1:15 1:1,5 ■ r 0:3,0',,
4-' on'rcquest.
•m Every Day : E.’vcept Sunday’s. .& ,, Holidays












































70% VICOSE $1 88
- 30% NYLON 8-16
CHINA
CUPS & SAUCERS
88^for
CHILDRENS
DOUBLE KNIT PANTS
'4
